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Most of the current traffic crash analysis research is done either at spot level or 

at regional level. Less attention is placed at the community level. Additionally, the 

effects of changes in land use, population growth and transportation networks on the 

community traffic safety have not been systematically studied. Although some studies 

have defined some variables to describe the built environment influence on traffic 

crashes, no research has looked at this problem using a comprehensive framework of 

relevant built environment variables. Moreover, the spatial distance and topological 

relationship among built environment elements has not been considered and the 

temporal influence of built environment on crashes has not been considered either. 

What’s more, the widely used statistics method like Poisson and negative binomial 

regression in traffic crash analysis are inherently limited by assumptions and pre-

defined underlying relationship between dependent and independent variables, and 

typically neglect the spatial dependency among crashes. Data mining techniques, which 

overcome these limitations, provide an alternative perspective to understand the 

relationship between built environment and crashes.  
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This research explores a spatio-temporal association rule data mining method to 

understand the effects of built environment on traffic crashes. The census block-group 

is selected as the analysis unit for the study. The D transportation variables framework 

which includes dimensions of density, diversity, design, destination accessibility and 

distance to transit, is utilized to characterize the built environment. Most importantly, the 

land use mix indicator is used as part of the Design dimension. The study calculates the 

spatial distance and the topological relationship among participating built environment 

spatial data elements. The crashes are categorized by types and are divided into four 

time groups based on 24 hour statistical distribution. The crash and built environment 

data are processed in GIS environment. The association rule data mining technique are 

applied to explore association between the built environment variables and frequency of 

each crash type.  

The results show that many rules were mined for all crash types except for fatal 

crashes. There is no pattern that shows the influence of built environment on fatal 

crashes. The same outcome resulted for pedestrian crashes in time group one and for 

all bike crashes except for those in time group three. Composed of rule antecedent and 

consequent, each rule directly describes how the built environment (rule antecedent) 

influences a certain crash type (rule consequent). All resulting rules are a mix of all D 

variables, distance variables, and topological variables which suggests that the 

interaction of built environment elements influence the occurrence of crashes. The 

same built environment variable has a different effect when combined with other 

different variables, and in different time groups. The GIS mapping of the strongest rules 

can help identify the high risk communities and examine how the influence of built 
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environment may change during different time periods. The results also show that highly 

mixed land use is associated with a high number of crashes in total.  
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 

According to a report from National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 

(NHTSA), 33,808 people died in motor vehicle traffic crashes in the United States in 

2009, and an estimated 2.22 million people were injured in motor vehicle traffic crashes 

in the same year (National Highway Traffic Safety Administrator 2010). The sheer 

number of crashes comes with a large economic cost. In 2000, NHTSA estimated the 

annual financial loss related to crashes to be in excess of $230 billion.  

Transportation safety is one of the highest priorities for Department of 

Transportations (DOT) at all levels. The staggering economic cost of crashes calls for 

the integration of the safety into transportation planning. The passage of Transportation 

Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA -21) in 1998 is a watershed for absorbing the 

attention of the nation. TEA -21requires every state DOT and metropolitan planning 

organization (MPO) should integrate safety and security as one of several priority 

factors into their respective transportation-planning processes and activities. Since then, 

the research and practice of incorporating safety into transportation planning-safety 

conscious planning (SCP) or transportation safety planning (TSP) become a hot topic in 

U.S. transportation planning. 

To reduce the number of traffic crashes and associated deaths and injuries, 

numerous safety studies have tried to evaluate the influence of factors like driver’s 

characteristics, vehicles’ characteristics, and environment information, while few studies 

have evaluated the effects of built environment (also referred to as ‘urban form’ in some 

studies) on traffic safety.  
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Ewing and Dumbaugh (2009) concluded that built environment affects crash 

frequency and severity through the mediators of traffic volume and traffic speed. 

Development patterns of the built environment impact safety primarily through the traffic 

volumes they generate, and secondarily through the speeds they encourage. Roadway 

designs impact safety primarily through the traffic speeds they allow, and secondarily 

through the traffic volumes they generate. Traffic volumes in turn are the primary 

determinants of crash frequency, while traffic speeds are the primary determinants of 

crash severity(Handy et al. 2002). 

Although factors of built environment like land use, population density, job count, 

transit accessibility are secondary variables and don't have direct effect on traffic 

crashes, their influence actually is significant(Kim et al. 2006b). Previous research uses 

some variables to measure the built environment, but the spatial relationship among the 

built environment elements are never considered. The spatial layout of built 

environment is important for crash analysis because different built environment layouts 

may result in different effects on crashes.  

In addition to considering both the non-spatial and spatial attributes of built 

environment, the time dimension also is very important. The influence of built 

environment on crashes may vary from time to time. For example, it’s common 

knowledge that more crashes occur during rush hour than during other times of the day.  

Besides, most of the typical research in this area is done at either spot level or 

regional level resulting on safety interventions focused primarily on either spot-level 

engineering improvements, or on regional education and law enforcement 

campaigns(Dumbaugh et al. 2011). Additionally the effects of the changes of built 
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environment to the community safety haves not been systematically studied.   We often 

fail to pay enough attention to overall community design when it comes to safety 

Marshall and Garrick (2011)  

From the analysis methodology perspective, traditionally, regression models, 

especially the Poisson and negative binomial regression have been widely used in the 

traffic crash analysis. On the one side, these models have advantages when applied in 

crash analysis, on the other side, they are limited by assumptions and pre-defined 

underlying relationship between dependent and independent variables (Chang and 

Chen 2005); and, usually they do not consider the spatial dependency between the 

dependent variables and independent variables. Data mining, defined as the exploration 

and analysis of large datasets to discover implicit knowledge and rules, and embraced 

by researchers in recent years, has a promising potential to understand crashes and 

their relationships to the built environment from another persepctive. The capacity of 

data mining to store and analyze very large dataset lends itself to analysis of traffic 

crashes which occur in tens of millions each year throughout the world. Additionally, the 

ability of data mining to discover “hidden” relationships in large and complex data could 

prove useful for this research which not only has to deal with the large size of crashes 

but also with the complexity of built environment.  

Some researchers have been using data mining techniques in crash analysis. 

Most studies are focused on exploring the association between crash severity or crash 

frequency and independent variables such as driver and vehicle characteristics, road 

conditions, environment factors and highway geometric attributes. Few other studies 

have looked at other aspects such as economic impact of crashes, data quality 
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improvement and traffic risks. From a review of current research, one observation 

emerges clearly: most of the data mining methods fail to integrate spatial elements. 

Almost all the data mining methods operate on tabular representations. Geographic 

locations are not explored. Besides, most research doesn’t consider the spatial attribute 

of crashes or the spatial contextual elements that may influence crashes such as road 

network characteristics or more broadly the built environment.  

The goal of this research is to explore the spatial-temporal relationship between 

the built environment and traffic crashes. To accomplish this research goal, several 

questions are addressed:  

1. How to describe the built environment comprehensively from both non-spatial and 
spatial perspective?  

2. How to design and implement the spatio-temporal spatial association rule data 
mining model to evaluate the influence of built environment on the frequency of 
crashes? 

3. What is the spatio-temporal effect of built environment on crashes?  

4. What can we learn from the result for better planning in future? 

To answer these questions, the Miami-Dade County is selected as the study area.  

The research is meaningful to the practice of integrating safety in the built 

environment (which includes transportation system) planning, design and 

implementation. This is especially important in the United States since the roadways are 

classified mainly in terms of their access and mobility functions as opposed to the 

European design practice which begins by examining the developmental context of a 

roadway, identifying the hazards that are expected to exist in these environments, and 

then specifying a target design (Lamm et al. 1999, Ewing and Dumbaugh 2009). 
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CHAPTER 2  
LITERATURE REVIEW 

The chapter discusses the spatial nature of crashes followed by a review of the D 

variables framework to describe the built environment and the community level crash 

analysis.  It also reviews the statistical method used for crash analysis and concludes 

with the introduction of the spatio-temporal association rule data mining.  

The Spatial Nature of a Crash 

First, crashes are spatial events that occur in the built environment. Urban 

planners usually use terms like “urban design”, “land use” and “transportation system” 

when referring to the built environment (Handy et al. 2002). According to Handy et al. 

(2002): “Urban design” usually refers to the design of the city and the physical elements 

within it, including both their arrangement and their appearance, and is concerned with 

the function and appeal of public spaces. “Land use” typically refers to the distribution of 

activities across space, including the location and density of different activities, where 

activities are grouped into relatively coarse categories, such as residential, commercial, 

office, industrial, and other activities. The “transportation system” includes the physical 

infrastructure of roads, sidewalks, bike paths, railroad tracks, bridges, as well as the 

level of service determined by traffic levels, bus frequencies, and the like. 

Second, crashes are influenced by the interaction with the components of the 

built environment. Ewing and Dumbaugh (2009) presented a theoretical framework 

(Figure 2-1) of how the built environment influences traffic safety and mentioned that all 

current published literature is generally supportive of this framework. In this framework, 

the development patterns and road design components in built environment affect the 
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crash frequency and severity through three mediators: traffic volumes, conflicts and 

speeds. 

Third, crashes are spatially dependent. The first law of geography by Waldo 

Tobler points out that "everything is related to everything else, but near things are more 

related than distant things." (Tobler 1970). This means that objects in geographic space 

interact with each other. This phenomenon sometimes results in spatial dependency 

and it is the case for crashes. For example, two intersections along the same street (but 

farther apart) exhibit stronger influence to each other than two intersections that are 

geographically close to each other but share no common street.  

Traditionally, the crash counts data are typically analyzed with Poisson and 

negative binomial (NB) modeling techniques(Miaou 1994, Ivan et al. 2000, Hadayeghi et 

al. 2003a, Lord et al. 2005, Kim et al. 2006b). The fundamental limitation of Poisson and 

NB regression modeling is that they assume that the sample observations are 

independently generated. This may not necessarily be true in the case of spatial data. 

D Variables Framework for Built Environment  

According to the definition from Transportation Research Board and Institue of 

Medicine (2005), built environment is a broad concept that includes land use patterns, 

transportation system, and design features that together provide opportunities for travel 

and physical activity. To research how the crashes are affected by built environment, 

the first question that we need to answer is how to describe the built environment. 

Researchers began to rigorously study the relationships between built environment and 

travel since 1990 by using the D variables to describe the built environment. The D 

variables have extended from the original 3Ds -density, diversity and design (Cervero 
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and Kockelman 1997) – to 5Ds by including destination accessibility and distance to 

transit (Ewing and Cervero 2010) .  

Up to now, many studies have integrated some variables of built environment in 

their traffic safety research (Ivan et al. 2000, Sawalha and Sayed 2001, Kim and 

Yamashita 2002, Hadayeghi et al. 2003b, Kim et al. 2006a, Wedagama et al. 2006, 

Dumbaugh and Rae 2009, Rifaat and Tay 2009, Dumbaugh and Li 2010, Hadayeghi et 

al. 2010, Khattak et al. 2010, Kim et al. 2010, Rifaat et al. 2010, Dumbaugh et al. 2011). 

Due to the different research purposes, different variables for each D dimension have 

been used. Also the number of variables under each D dimension is different. And for 

the same reasons, the influence of the same variable may different. All these studies 

have the following in common: First, no study has utilized the D variables framework to 

include all the variables of built environment. Table 1 present a summary of the D 

variables used in research related to built environment and crashes. Second, almost all 

of the studies that included the Diversity dimension have used the land use type as the 

variable but not the land use mix index.  

Each D dimension is defined below and a summary of how current research has 

used the D variables is provided.  

Density 

Density is usually measured in terms of persons, jobs, or housing units per unit 

area (Ewing and Cervero 2010). The density variables are the most widely used in the 

crash analysis literature. They are sometimes called socio-economic and demographic 

data. Hadayeghi et al. (2003b) used the variables including total population, population 

density, number of households, household density, full time/part time employed and the 

total employed in their research of evaluating the safety of urban transportation system. 
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The population density is used to evaluate the influence of the urban land use on non-

motorized crashes (Wedagama et al. 2006).  

Diversity 

Diversity measures the number of different land uses in a given area and the 

degree to which they are represented in land area, floor area, or employment (Ewing 

and Cervero 2010). Almost all crash research studies are using land use types to 

describe the diversity of built environment and then to find their influences on certain 

crashes. The results vary. Ivan et al. (2000) used the number of driveways of various 

land use types on each highway segment to represent the land use effects. Sawalha 

and Sayed (2001) classified the land use into three categories: residential, business and 

other. The land use type variable is used to evaluate the safety in urban arterial 

roadways along with other variables. Its results indicate that the land use type has a 

significant effect on accident occurrence. Kim and Yamashita (2002) in the 2002 

research determined the land use type for each crash and performed a statistics 

analysis of crash frequencies by land use and measured crashes per acre of land by 

land use type.  

Design 

Design relates to street network characteristics within an area, and also refers to 

the sidewalk coverage (Ewing and Cervero 2010).  Measures include average block 

size, proportion of four way intersections, and number of intersections to mention a few. 

It may also include variables about the network pattern. Street network density and 

street connectivity along with street network pattern have also been considered in 

research (Marshall and Garrick 2011). Rifaat and Tay (Rifaat and Tay 2009, Rifaat et al. 

2010) classified the street pattern into four categories: gridiron, warped parallel, loops 
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and lollipops, mixed patterns and integrated them into the influence of street pattern on 

crashes. 

Destination Accessibility 

Destination accessibility refers to relative ease of accessing jobs, housing, and 

other attractions with the region (Ewing and Cervero 2010). Unlike density, diversity and 

design, the destination accessibility has not been very widely used by researchers. 

Khattak et al. (2010) considered the distance to school, distance to supercenter and 

distance to bridge/tunnel in the study of secondary incidents.  

Distance to Transit 

Distance to transit is usually measured as an average of the shortest street 

routes from the residences or workplaces in an area to the nearest rail station or bus 

stop (Ewing and Cervero 2010). Alternatively, it could be measured as transit route 

density, distance between transit stops, or the number of stations per unit area. The 

number of bus stops  is used as a variable in (Kim et al. 2010) .  

Table 2-1 provides a summary of the built environment variables used in some of 

the typical built environment and safety research studies. From this table we can see 

that the variables of density and design categories are used the most by researches. 

Only few studies looked at destination accessibility and distance to transit categories.  

The effects of land use on two-lane highway crash rates are represented by No. 

of driveways observed on each highway segment, classified into seven different 

categories(Ivan et al. 2000). Sawalha and Sayed (2001) built a crash prediction model 

for safety performance by considering many factors which include "type of land use”. 

The land use was divided into residential, business, and other in this research. Kim and 

Yamashita (2002) calculated the crash frequencies per acre classified by various types 
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of land use, which include residential, business, institutional, and other land use 

categories. In Kim’s 2006 research, the effect of land use types on crash is investigated 

along with population, job counts, and other measures of economic activity(Kim et al. 

2006b). Kim et al. (2010) incorporated in the accessibility factor based on this 2006 

research. Wedagama et al. (2006) analyzed the relationship between different land use 

types and the non-motorized transport casualties. Khattak et al. (2010) considered the 

supercenter and school as two types in land use for exploring the factors associated 

with secondary crashes. 

An important observation that should be pointed out here is that while many 

researchers consider the land use in evaluating its effect on traffic crashes and almost 

all of them analyze the relationship between different land use types and crashes, only 

a few investigate the influence of land use mix on crashes.  

While the mixed land use is important to the traffic safety because it reduces trip 

rates and encourage non-auto travel in statistically significant ways (Cervero and 

Kockelman 1997), and the mixed land use policies can ultimately result in safer local 

roadways through the use of appropriate designs and slower speeds (Berkovitz 2001). 

Although the impact of land use mix on travel modes and behaviors has been 

evaluated, there has been less examination of its impact on traffic safety.  

Community Level Crash Analysis  

Some research studies have studied the traffic crashes at the community level 

(Kim and Yamashita 2002, de Guevara et al. 2004, Kim et al. 2006a, Dumbaugh and 

Rae 2009, Dumbaugh and Li 2010, Kim et al. 2010, Dumbaugh et al. 2011). The most 

important factor that should be considered for community level crash safety analysis is 

the choice of a reasonable community scale since the scale is the very first step and 
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also is the base for the entire analysis. All the spatial data including street network and 

crash points, and non-spatial data like demographic must be integrated into the selected 

analysis scale for further analysis. Usually, there are three choices for community scale 

selection: census geography, traffic analysis zone (TAZ) and user defined scale.   

Ukkusuri et al. (2011) developed a method to predicate the frequency of 

pedestrian crashes at the census tract level with consideration of the built environment. 

The author selected the census tract as the analysis unit because the data at this level 

provide a greater number of explanatory variables and hence can give better insight into 

the effects of various factors on the number of pedestrian crashes.  

Dumbaugh used the block group as the community level for his urban design and 

crash incidence research (Dumbaugh and Rae 2009, Dumbaugh and Li 2010, 

Dumbaugh et al. 2011). The advantage of the block group is that it is not only big 

enough to provide accurate population information, but are also small enough to have 

relatively homogeneous design characteristics(Dumbaugh and Rae 2009). Since the 

block group typically uses arterials and thoroughfares as geographic boundaries, it is 

consistent with the characteristics of crashes that happen along the street. Marshall and 

Garrick (2011) also conducted the analysis at block group level.  

de Guevara et al. (2004) utilized the TAZ as the analysis unit to create a model to 

forecast crashes in Tuscon, Arizona. In his research, all of the data like demographic 

and economics are integrated into the 859 TAZs of the study area.  

Kim et al (Kim et al. 2006a, Kim et al. 2010)used a unified grid cell with a side of 

0.316 mile and size of 0.1 square mile as the analysis unit to explore the relationship 

between land use, demographic information, accessibility, economic data and the traffic 
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crashes. This grid cell unit is convenient for the spatial and statistics analysis, it has its 

disadvantage: since the crashes occur along the street network, a grid cell may fail to 

count the number of crashes in it which eventually may influence the regression 

analysis result. This situation can happen especially when the grid cell boundary is very 

close to the street. Besides, it is difficult to incorporate into each grid cell the accurate 

information about housing and population which are census based.  Also, Kim et al (Kim 

et al. 2006a, Kim et al. 2010) didn't consider the fact that crashes on a street may be 

affected by all the land use factors that are adjacent to the street.  

Based on the review of literature, the block group is selected as the analysis unit 

for this study.  

Statistics Methods for Crash Analysis 

Traditional Engineering Statistical Methods 

Lord and Mannering (2010) made a comparative meta-analysis about the 

advantages and disadvantages of current methods that used in crash frequency 

analysis. There are 16 types of statistical methods were compared. Table 2-2 shows the 

detailed result.  

Another common disadvantage for all of the traditional engineering statistical 

methods is that they didn’t consider the spatial dependency. All of the statistical models 

assume that the crashes are occurring independent with each other. While according to 

the first law of geography that everything is related to everything else, but near things 

are more related than distant things (Tobler 1970), this situation may not true in real 

world. 
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Spatial Statistics Methods for Traffic Safety Analysis 

The Spatial Statistics toolbox provided by ArcGIS contains statistical tools for 

analyzing spatial distributions, patterns, processes, and relationships(ESRI). There are 

several tools that could be used for the spatio-temporal crash analysis. Among these 

tools, the Moran’s I and Getis-Ord General G under Analyzing Pattern tool set, and 

Anselin Local Moran’s I and Getis-Ord Gi* under Mapping Clusters set could be used 

for the spatio-temporal clusters/concentrations analysis.  

Spatial Autocorrelation (Moran’s I) 

Moran’s I is one of the oldest indicators of global spatial autocorrelation and is 

still used for spatial autocorrelation. Given a set of feature and an associated attributes, 

it evaluates whether the pattern expressed is clustered, dispersed, or random. 

The ArcGIS version of the tool calculates the Moran’s I Index value and a Z 

score, which indicate statistical significance. If the value of Moran’s Index closes to 

+1.0, it means the crashes are clustering, and if the value closes to -1.0, it means 

dispersion. When we use the tool for spatio-temporal cluster analysis, the input is the 

groups of crashes with different temporal attributes. After run the Moran’s I in ArcGIS, 

first we need see whether the Z score is large (or small) enough and falls outside the 

desired significance, so the null hypothesis-there is no spatial clustering-could be 

rejected. When the null hypothesis is rejected, then we inspect the value of the Moran’s 

Index. The crashes have the clustered pattern if the value is greater than 0, otherwise 

the pattern is dispersed if the value is less than 0.  

Limitation: The Moran’s I index value can distinguish the clusters of crashes with 

extremely low and extremely high total costs from the rest, but cannot distinguish the 
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between situations(Erdogan 2009). And also, the it cannot determine which specific 

clusters are the high-value ones (Songchitruksa and Zeng 2010). 

High/low Clustering (Getis-Ord General G)  

Moran's I methods indicate clustering of high or low values, but these methods 

cannot distinguish between situations. The Getis-Ord General G statistic could give an 

understanding of the clustering of high or low values. The General G statistic shows 

either hot spots or cold spots in the region. A larger value of G statistic than expected 

means that high values are found together (hot spots), and a small value of G statistic 

means low values are found together (cold spots).  

Limitation: Getis–Ord General G, like Moran's I, is a global measure. It provides a 

single value of the spatial autocorrelation, checking the clustering of the spatial pattern, 

but doesn’t show where the clusters are. 

Cluster and Outlier Analysis (Anselin Local Moran’s I) 

The Anselin local Moran’s I tool is similar with the global Moran’s I, while the 

difference is that the local Moran’s I calculates I index for each point (crash data here), 

signifies the cases like presence of the cluster of similar values, cluster of dissimilar 

values and dispersed distribution near the point. A high value of local Moran’s I indicate 

clustering of similar values and a low value means a clustering of dissimilar values of a 

variable. The tool also calculates Z score for each point, depending on the confidence 

interval, statistical significance of each point was determined.  

Limitation: The family of Moran indices, however, does not discriminate between 

hot spots and cold spots(Songchitruksa and Zeng 2010).  
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Hot Spot Analysis (Getis-Ord Gi*) 

The Getis-Ord Gi* hot spot analysis tool identifies statistically significant spatial 

clusters of high values (hot spots) and low values (cold spots). It creates a new Output 

Feature Class with a z-score and p-value for each feature in the Input Feature Class. It 

also returns the z-score and p-value field names as derived output values for potential 

use in custom models and scripts.  

The first step of Getis-Ord Gi* hot spot analysis tool is using the Collect Event 

tool from ArcGIS Spatial Statistics package to turn the crashes feature class to a new 

weighted point feature class with a field ICount that indicates the sum of all the 

accidents happened in a unique geographic location. Then this new feature class will be 

used as the input for the hot spot analysis tool. The result of the tool: the z-scores and 

p-values are measures of statistical significance which tell whether or not to reject the 

null hypothesis, feature by feature. A high z-score and small p-value for a feature 

indicates a spatial clustering of high values (hot spots). A low negative z-score and 

small p-value indicates a spatial clustering of low values (cold spots). A z-score near 

zero indicates no apparent spatial clustering. 

Limitation: The Getis-Ord Gi*  hot spot analysis tool can tell if the accident of 

reference lies in the cluster of high/low values, but it cannot distinguish on a global scale 

which hot spot clusters have the higher values compared with other hot spot clusters. In 

other words, the method cannot prioritize hot spots within hot spots.  

Advantages and Disadvantages of Spatial Statistics Method 

Advantages of spatial statistics method includes: 

1) Spatial dependency of crash data is considered. The crucial advantage spatial 

statistical methods have over classical statistical methods is the ability to analyze and 
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model spatial dependence and heterogeneity in spatial data. Spatial autocorrelation 

analysis in spatial statistics is particularly useful to address the problems associated 

with crash because every spatial unit bears some quantifiable attributes (e.g., crash 

severity) and not just location information.  

2) The spatial clustering methods could help users to understanding the patterns 

of the crash and the clustering distributions.  

3) The geographic weighted regression (GWR) model which explores the spatial 

deviations of associations between dependent (crash frequency or severity) and 

explanatory variables performs much better than the global regression models in terms 

of the accuracy of the models. 

As for the disadvantages, all of the transportation-related studies reviewed used 

GWR techniques that assume a normally distributed error structure in the calibration of 

regression models. Such an assumption is not optimal for calibrating regression models 

of count data (such as crash data)(Hadayeghi et al. 2003a).  

Data Mining for Crash Analysis 

Data Mining 

Data Mining is a process to extract implicit, nontrivial, previously unknown and 

potentially useful information (such as knowledge rules, constraints, regularities) from 

data in databases (Chen et al. 1996). The explosive growth in data and databases used 

in business management, government administration, and scientific data analysis has 

created a need for tools that can automatically transform the processed data into useful 

information and knowledge. Consequently, data mining has become a research area 

with increasing importance.  

Data mining have some distinct features of their own(Geurts et al. 2005).  
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First, not only can data sets be much larger than in statistics but data analyses 

can be applied on a correspondingly larger scale. There are also differences of 

emphasis in the approach to modeling: compared with statistics, data mining pays less 

attention to the large-scale asymptotic properties of its inferences and more to the 

general philosophy of “learning”, including consideration of the complexity of models 

and the computations they require. 

Furthermore, data mining has tackled problems such as what to do in situations 

where the number of variables is so large that looking at all pairs of variables is 

computationally not feasible.  

Generally, data mining techniques have the advantages as follows: 

1) Not only can data sets be much larger than in statistics but data analyses can 

be applied on a correspondingly larger scale (Geurts et al. 2005). 

2) Data mining has tackled problems such as what to do in situations where the 

number of variables is so large that looking at all pairs of variables is computationally 

not feasible(Geurts et al. 2005).  

3) Data mining doesn’t require functional form of the model to be specified in 

advance and the assumption of additive relationship between risk factors.  

Association Rule Data Mining  

Association rule data mining is a data mining technique that seeks to discover 

associations among transactions encoded within a database(Agrawal et al. 1993). An 

association rule takes the form A → B where A (the antecedent) and B (the consequent) 

are sets of predicates. For example, consider a database that encodes transactions 

made at a supermarket.  
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An association rule may state that ‘customers that purchase bagels also 

purchase cream cheese’. This statement may be expressed as: 

is_a(x, bagel) ^ is_purchased(x)   

→  is_a(y, cream_cheese) ^ is_purchased(y)  

The quality of an association rule can be stated by its support and its confidence 

(Laube et al. 2008). The support is the probability of a record in the database satisfying 

the set of predicates contained in both the antecedent and consequent, for instance the 

probability that a record in the database contains the purchase of a bagel and cream 

cheese in the example above. The confidence is the probability that a record that 

contains the antecedent also contains the consequent (Formula 2-1).  
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Usually, a practical solution of a problem by using the association rule data 

mining has too many rules satisfy the support and confidence constraints. The lift is a 

popular measure that could help further analyze the rules (Formula 2-2). Greater lift 

values indicate stronger associations. 
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Spatial Association Rule Data Mining 

A spatial association rule is a rule which describes the implication of one or a set 

of features by another set of features in spatial databases(Koperski and Han 1995).  

A spatial association rule is a rule in the form of 

%)(...... 11 cQQpp mm  ……………………………(2-3) 
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where at least one of the predicates mpp ...1 mQQ ...1  is a spatial predicate and c% 

is the confidence of the rule which indicates that c% of objects satisfying the antecedent 

of the rule will also satisfy the consequent of the rule.  

Various kinds of spatial predicates can be involved in spatial association rules. 

They may represent topological relationships between spatial objects, such as disjoint, 

intersects, inside/outside, adjacent to, covers/covered by, equal, etc. They may also 

represent spatial direction or ordering, such as left, right, north, east, etc., or contain 

some distance information such as close to, far away, etc.  

There are several existing spatial association rule data mining models and 

methods (Koperski and Han 1995, Appice et al. 2003, Appice et al. 2005, Mennis and 

Liu 2005, Bogorny et al. 2006), the Weka-GDPM by  (Bogorny 2006, Bogorny et al. 

2006) and ARES by (Appice et al. 2003). These two methods treat differently the two 

most important steps for spatial association rule data mining: spatial relationship 

extraction and association rule mining algorithm.  

Weka-GDPM is an extension of Weka. It supports the dynamic geographic data 

pre-processing and transformation for mining spatial association rules. Weka is a well-

established free and open-source toolkit with friendly and graphical user interfaces 

which covers the whole association rule data mining process. The Weka is an open 

platform at the same time and easy for researchers to develop new modules to enhance 

its function. 

In Weka-GDPM(Geographic Data Preprocessing Module), spatial relationships 

are computed with SQL queries based on GDBMS (Geographic Database Management 

System). The geo-ontologies are used to optimize the extraction of spatial relationships. 
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Then the extraction result is transferred to the Weka input format and the association 

rule algorithm in Weka is used to mining the result rules.  

ARES (Association Rules Extractor from Spatial data) is a full-fledged system 

that integrates SPADA (Spatial Pattern Discovery Algorithm) to extract multi-level 

spatial association rules by exploiting an Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) approach 

to (multi-) relational data mining(Appice et al. 2003). ARES assists data miners in 

extracting the units of analysis (i.e. reference objects and task-relevant objects) from a 

spatial database by means of a complex data transformation process that makes spatial 

relations explicit, and generates high-level logic descriptions of spatial data by 

specifying the background knowledge on the application domain (e.g. hierarchies on 

target-relevant spatial objects or knowledge domain) and defining some form of search 

bias to filter only association rules that fulfill user expectations.  

To achieve the most two important steps of the spatial association rule data 

mining in this research, the PostGIS/PostgreSQL will be used to extract the spatial 

relationships. For the association rule mining algorithm, this research will use the R 

package - arules. 

Current Application of Data Mining in Crash Analysis 

Hardin et al. (2003) created an economic impact index for the traffic crashes in 

the whole Alabama state by using the data mining approach. The classification and 

regression trees (CART) methodology was used to find variables that might help predict 

county level characteristics associated with the occurrence of a crash 

El-Seoud and Elbadrawi (2004) utilized the clustering data mining technology to 

identify clusters of common accidents, and conditions under which accidents are more 

likely to cause death or injury. And also, accidents were profiled in terms of accident 
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and freeway characteristics using data mining. The study was conducted for the traffic 

safety in the state of Florida’s transportation system.  

Chong et al. (2004) used the decision trees and neural networks to develop a 

realistic model of injury severity resulting from an automobile accident, improve the 

prediction accuracy and establish the most important factors influencing the severity of 

the injury 

Chong et al. (2005) applied three machine-learning approaches: neural networks 

trained using hybrid learning approaches, decision trees and a concurrent hybrid model 

involving decision trees and neural networks to predict  the severity of the injuries in 

accident. The results reveals that, for non-incapacitating injury, incapacitating injury, 

and fatal injury classes, the hybrid approach performed better than neural network, 

decision trees and support vector machines. For no injury and possible injury classes, 

the hybrid approach performed better than neural network. The no injury and possible 

injury classes could be best modeled by decision trees 

Smith and Wang (2005) proposed two new techniques, called Max Gain (MG) 

and Sum Max Gain Ratio (SMGR), which are well-correlated with existing techniques, to 

rank the variables of the data in order to remove the non-useful, irrelevant and noisy 

data in traffic crash analysis. The result proves that data mining method is better than 

the traditional statistical approaches. 

In Graves et al. (2005)’s study, the Algorithm Development and Mining system, a 

data mining toolkit, was used to examine the possible relationships between roadway 

data and traffic safety data. The data mining system is developed by the University of 
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Alabama in Huntsville (UAH) Information Technology and Systems Center, and 

provides classification, clustering and association rules mining method. 

Chang and Chen (2005) used the data mining of tree-based models to analyze 

freeway accident frequency. In the study, a Classification and Regression Tree (CART) 

model and a negative binomial regression model were developed to establish the 

empirical relationship between traffic accidents and highway geometric variables, traffic 

characteristics, and environmental factors. Result shows that CART is a good 

alternative method for analyzing freeway accident frequencies when compared with the 

negative binomial regression model. 

Chang and Wang (2006) states that the data mining technique-classification and 

regression tree (CART) could overcome this limitation the statistics regression models 

that have. The study creates a CART model to establish the relationship between injury 

severity and driver/vehicle characteristics, highway/environment variables and accident 

variables.  

Tseng et al. (2005) applies three data mining techniques to discover the 

relationship between driver inattention and motor vehicle accidents. The data are first 

clustered using the Kohonen networks. Then, the patterns and rules of the data are 

explored by decision tree and neural network models.  

Geurts et al. (2005) explored why road accidents tend to cluster in specific road 

segments by using data mining technique. A data mining technique called frequent item 

sets is applied for automatically identifying accident circumstances that frequently occur 

together, for accident located in and outside black zone.  
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Pande and Abdel-Aty (2009) used the association analysis or market basket 

analysis to determine which crash characteristics are associated with each other. The 

market basket analysis has the advantage that doesn’t require know the pattern at first. 

The author states the potential of the data mining technique used may be realized in the 

form of decision support tool for the traffic safety administrators.  

The classification trees and association rules of data mining techniques are used 

by Montella et al. (2011b) for exploratory analysis of pedestrian crashe. The result is 

consistent with the previous studies that used other analystical techniques, such as 

probabilitstic model of crash injury severity. The authors think one of the advantages for 

the data mining techniques is their ability to detect interdependencies among crash 

characteristics. Montella et al. (2011c) also used the classification trees and association 

rule discovery methods in the analysis of powered two-wheeler crashes in Italy. The 

associatin rule data mining technique was used  by Montella in another study to explore 

relationships between crash contributory factors at urban roundabouts and different 

crash types(Montella 2011). 

Kashani and Mohaymany (2011) used the classification and regression trees 

(CART) to find the significant factors influencing injury severity of vehicle occupants 

(excluding drivers) involved in crashes on two-lane two-way rural roads in Iran 

(Alikhani et al. 2013) proposed a hybrid clustering-classification method to 

classify the road crashes severity by using the K-means and self-organizing maps( 

SOM) as clustering approach to improve the accuracy of the classification. The study 

also used the individual classification methods artificial neural network (ANN) and 

adaptive neuro fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) to make comparison. 
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In summary, current research of applying data mining on crash analysis has the 

following characteristics and limitations: 

1) Most of the research are focused on exploring the association between crash 

severity or crash frequency and independent variables such as driver and 

vehicle characteristics, road conditions, environment factors and highway 

geometric attributes. Few other studies have looked at other aspects such as 

economic impact of crashes, data quality improvement and traffic risks. 

2) The association rule data mining technique are used in some studies, while 

none of them used it to explore the influence of built environment on crashes.  

3) Most of the data mining methods fail to integrate spatial elements. 

Geographic locations are not explored. Besides, most research doesn’t 

consider the spatial attribute of crashes or the spatial contextual elements 

that may influence crashes such as road network characteristics or more 

broadly the built environment. 

4) The spatial association rule data mining never been used in crash analysis. 

Except the advantages of general data mining techniques, the advantages of 

using the spatial association rule data mining method to evaluate the influence of built 

environment on crashes are as follows: 

Not only the regular variables but also the spatial relationships are considered in 

the mining process.  

User controlled mining process. User could control the mining process by setting 

the threshold of support and confidence that the algorithm should satisfy. Thus, user 
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could get much stronger rules but less in total when users increase the threshold of 

support and confidence.  

Result reflects the interdependency of the participating variables and is more 

close to real world. The result of the spatial association rule data mining is a set of rules 

with each composed of several predicates for the rule antecedent. One predicate may 

play totally different effect in two different rules. Like a plaza in a high density mixed use 

neighborhood may play negative effect on crash frequency along with other variables, at 

the same time, a plaza close to a shopping mall in a suburban area may play a positive 

effect on the occurrence of the crash. This sort of result is different from what we can 

get from traditional statistical models and spatial statistical models, since the all plaza 

will play either negative or positive effect in these two models. 
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Table 2-1. D Variables of built environment used in someule current crash research 

 
Research Study 

 
Density 

 
Diversity 

 
Design 

Destination 
Accessibility 

Distance 
to Transit 

Ivan et al. (2000)  X    
Sawalha and Sayed (2001)  X X  X 
Kim and Yamashita (2002)  X    
Kim et al. (2006a)      
Hadayeghi et al. (2003b) X  X   
Hadayeghi et al. (2010) X X    
Wedagama et al. (2006) X X X   
Rifaat and Tay (2009) X X X   
Rifaat et al. (2010) X X X  X 
Dumbaugh and Rae (2009)      
Kim et al. (2010)  X X X  X 
Khattak et al. (2010)  X X X  
Dumbaugh and Li (2010)  X X   
Dumbaugh et al. (2011)  X X   
Marshall and Garrick (2011)    X   

X: One or more variables under the dimension are used  
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Table 2-2. Summary of existing statistics models for analyzing crash frequency data 

 

(Lord and Mannering 2010) 
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(Ewing and Dumbaugh 2009) 
Figure 2-1. Conceptual Framework Linking the Built Environment and Traffic Safety 
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CHAPTER 3  
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

This chapter presents the data used, followed the system design, which is the 

core of the methodology of this research.  

Data 

The Miami-Dade County, Florida is selected as the study area for this research. 

The county has the largest number of the crashes among the 67 counties in Florida. 

According to the 2009 Florida traffic crash statistics report, 12.5% of all crashes (42,244 

of 338,633) in Florida came from Miami-Dada County(Florida Department of Highway 

Safety and Motor Vehicle 2010). Another important reason for selecting Miami-Dade is 

because it has a good mix of urban and suburban areas. Figure 3-1 shows an overview 

of the study area.   

The data used in the research mainly includes two parts: the crash data and the 

data used to describe and measure the built environment. These data comes from 

different sources, and are all managed in a PostGIS/PostgresSQL database which is 

convenient for spatial data processing.  

Crash Data: The crash data for years 2005 to 2009 in Miami-Dade County were 

obtained from the Florida Highway Portal (FHP). The data was geolocated by GIS 

address matching process using the Miami-Dade County GIS streets as reference. The 

crash attributes include crash time, crash severity, pedestrian count and bike count. 

There are three levels for the crash severity: PDO (property damage only), injury and 

fatal crashes. Since this research explores how the crashes are influenced by built 

environment, crashes occurred on interstate highways and Florida’s Turnpike are 
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excluded. 14,965 highway crashes were excluded out of a total 202,428 crashes. Table 

3-1 shows the number of crashes by type.  

Census Data: This research uses 2010 Census data at the block group level.  

Attributes include housing and population. The job data is from 2009. There are a total 

of 1594 block groups in the study area. Two block groups in the Everglades National 

Park area were excluded from the study because they cover very large forest areas and 

only few other land use types around the boundary, and very few crashes.  

Land Use: The parcel level land use data came from the Florida Geographic 

Data Library (FGDL). Six land use types - residential, retail/office, institutional, 

recreation, industrial, agricultural - were mainly used for the spatial relationship 

calculation and extraction. Figure 3-2 through Figure 3-7 shows the land use maps for 

the six land use types.  

Street: The street network data was obtained from the Miami-Dade County GIS 

database system. 

Intersection: The intersection data was from Signal Four Analytics hosted at 

Geoplan Center, University of Florida. There are total 45,097 number of intersections in 

the study area.  

Transit Data: Include both bus stops and bus routes obtained from Miami-Dade 

County GIS database system. There are a total of 8,563 bus stops in the study area.  

Figure 3-8 shows a map of crashes and land use data that were used to 

calculate the value of D variables for built environment on a block group.  

Study Design 

This research aims at exploring the spatio-temporal influence of the built 

environment to crashes at the community level. The crash frequency for different cash 
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types and in different time groups are used as measures for crashes. Crashes are 

organized by type: PDO crashes, injury crashes, fatal crashes, pedestrian crashes, bike 

crashes and total crashes. To study both spatial and temporal influence of built 

environment, crashes were also classified into four different groups based on the 

occurrence time. The built environment is measured through the 5Ds variables, distance 

and topological relationship among built environment elements. The block group was 

selected as the spatial analysis unit for the research.  

Figure 3-9 shows the system design for the research. It contains five main steps:  

Crash data aggregation: Crashes organized by type are aggregated spatio-

temporally by block group using spatial joins.  

D variables calculation: This part is to calculate the 5Ds variables of built 

environment for each block group. 

Spatial relationship extraction: This part includes the distance relationship 

calculation and topological relationship extraction.  

Discretization: Since all current association rule mining algorithms can only 

accept categorical data, discretization of all numerical data is needed for further 

analysis.  

Spatio-temporal association rules mining and visualization. Broadly, all of the 

above four steps could be regarded as data preparation for this step. The first task in 

this step is mining the rules which provide information on the kind of conditions that 

result in big number of crashes. The visualization of the rules help understand the rules.  

Tools Used 

Several tools are used in this research. To better explain the steps mentioned in 

the system design, an introduction of these tools is necessary.  
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ArcGIS. Esri's ArcGIS is a geographic information system (GIS) for working with 

maps and geographic information. It is used for: creating and using maps; compiling 

geographic data; analyzing mapped information; sharing and discovering geographic 

information; using maps and geographic information in a range of applications; and 

managing geographic information in a database (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arcgis). 

The ArcGIS is the most popular GIS tool and some of its toolboxes are used in this 

research to view and process the GIS data.  

QGIS. QGIS (previously known as "Quantum GIS") is a cross-platform free and 

open source desktop geographic information systems (GIS) application that provides 

data viewing, editing, and analysis capabilities. QGIS has a good integration with the 

open source GIS package PostGIS which is used in this research. Its capability can be 

easily extended using Python-based plugins.  

PostgreSQL. PostgreSQL is an open source object-relational database 

management system (ORDBMS) with an emphasis on extensibility and standards 

compliance 

PostGIS. PostGIS is a spatial database extender for PostgreSQL database. It 

adds support for geographic objects allowing location queries to be run in SQL. PostGIS 

is used in this research for: 1) importing and exporting GIS data to and from 

PostgreSQL database; 2) using its development library to conduct spatial analysis for 

GIS data stored in PostgreSQL database.  

R. R is a language and environment for statistical computing and graphics. R 

provides a wide variety of statistical (linear and nonlinear modelling, classical statistical 

tests, time-series analysis, classification, clustering ...) and graphical techniques, and is 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Esri
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geographic_information_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arcgis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_software
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_source
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Object-relational_database
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Object-relational_database
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highly extensible (http://www.r-project.org/). In addition to the inherent statistics 

packages, R has many other extension packages that cover statistics and data mining 

developed by open source community. The association rule data mining, visualization 

and part of the rules analysis in this research is done using R. The main R packages 

used in this research include arules, aruleViz, RPostgreSQL.  

RStudio. RStudio IDE is the user interface for R. The newest RStudio supports 

debugging. RStudio is used as the development environment for this research.  

arules. The R package arules provides a basic infrastructure for creating and 

manipulating input data sets and for analyzing the resulting itemsets and rules. The 

package also includes interfaces to two fast mining algorithms, the popular C 

implementations of Apriori and Eclat by Christian Borgelt. These algorithms can be used 

to mine association rules. The package is used in this research for manipulating the 

block group based crash and built environment data and mining and analyzing the 

association rules among them.  

arulesViz. arulesViz implements several known and novel visualization 

techniques to explore association rules. 

RPostgreSQL. This package provides a Database Interface (DBI) compliant 

driver for R to access PostgreSQL database systems. This package is used in the 

research for bridging the rules found and corresponding block groups, which can help 

examine on a map the block groups that satisfy a given rule.  

Weka-GDPM. Weka-GDPM is an interoperable module that supports automatic 

geographic data preprocessing for spatial data mining. GDPM is implemented into 

Weka, which is a free and open source classical data mining toolkit that has been 

http://www.r-project.org/
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widely used in academic institutions. GDPM follows the Open GIS specifications to 

support interoperability with Geographic Information Systems. The Weka-GDPM is used 

as the development environment to implement the function of calculating spatial 

distance variables and extracting spatial topological relationship variables.   

Crash Data Aggregation 

The purpose of this task was to aggregate crashes by block groups according to 

their spatial location. The frequency of crashes in a block group is considered. 

Aggregation is accomplished in two ways. First, crashes are separately spatially 

aggregated by block group for each of the 6 crash types: total, PDO, injury, fatal, 

pedestrian and bike crashes. Second, crashes are separately aggregated spatially by 

block group including consideration of the crash occurrence time.   

Crash Data Aggregation without Considering Crash Time 

The following list is the crash aggregation without considering crash time for 6 

crash types at block group level. 

 Frequency of total crash  

 Frequency of PDO crashes 

 Frequency of injury crashes 

 Frequency of fatal crashes  

 Frequency of pedestrian crashes  

 Frequency of bike crashes  
 

One of the most important questions is how to assign crashes to a block group, 

especially those close to the block group boundaries. The method from previous 

research in (Dumbaugh and Li 2010) and (Dumbaugh et al. 2011) was used in this 

research. A 200 feet buffer was created around each block group and the buffer area 

was used to calculate the number of crashes inside the buffered block group. The buffer 
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approach may cause some crashes to be aggregated on two adjacent block groups 

(double-count) since crashes are geocoded at street centerlines and street centerlines 

are used as block group boundaries. This is reasonable since these crashes are 

influenced by the built environment in the adjacent block groups.  

The aggregation process was accomplished by using the spatial operation 

ST_Within in PostGIS/PostgreSQL. The final result shows the frequency of each crash 

type for each block group.  

In the aggregation of total crashes process, five block groups had no crash. A 

further look of these five block groups shows that they are either close or in the sea 

shore and no meaningful land use (only water) existed.  These block groups have no 

meaning for the research and were excluded. Thus, 1,587 block groups in total are valid 

for further analysis.  

Table 3-2 shows the number of block groups without crash type. Table 3-3 is the 

aggregation result. Figure 3-10 is the plot of the aggregation result. 

Crash Data Aggregation Considering Crash Time 

The purpose of this task is to classify crashes into groups based on crash time 

and categorized them in different types, then spatially aggregated at block group. The 

groups are determined based on statistics of the crash data distribution by time.  

Table 3-4 shows the number of total crashes for each hour. Total crash number 

is 184,381. This number is smaller than the total crashes considered in the above 

section. This is because the occurrence time attribute is NA for 3,138 crashes.  

Figure 3-11 shows the distribution of number of crashes by time. 
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Based on the Table 3-4 and Figure 3-11, the crash data is classified in four 

groups. Table 3-5 shows the time periods and average number of crashes per hour for 

each group.  

Group 1 is from 12am to 6am. It is for late night and very early morning time 

period. It has the lowest crashes number in this period among the 4 groups due to the 

least human activity. 

Group 2 is from 7am to 11am for the morning. People have more travel activities 

in this period than group 1, especially when people drive to work during 8am to 9am.  

Group 3 is from 12pm to 6pm. It has the highest crash number compared to other 

groups. The total crash number reaches the peak of the day from 4pm to 5pm. Average 

number of crash per hour in this time group is 12,043, which is much higher than other 

groups.  

Group 4 is from 7pm to 11 pm. The crash numbers decrease gradually.  

The crash aggregation considering the crash time used the same method in the 

section without considering time. The only difference is the fatal crashes were not 

independently considered but combined with injury crashes as one category. One 

reason is because the fatal crash number is small when divided into four time groups, 

and the other reason is to reduce the number of aggregation categories (number of 

crash types multiple by number of time groups) from 24 to 20. 

Table 3-6 is the summary of the block groups that have no crashes for each 

crash type in different time groups. Many groups have no pedestrian and especially no 

bike crashes. 1,324 block groups don’t have bike crashes in time group 1, which leaves 

on 263 block groups with bike crashes (16.6%). 
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Table 3-7, Table 3-8, Table 3-9 and Table 3-10 show the summary statistics of 

crashes by block group for time group 1, group 2, group 3, group 4, respectivly. Figure 

3-12, Figure 3-13, Figure 3-14, and Figure 3-15 show crashes by block group in each 

time group.  

D Variables 

The selected 5 Ds variables of built environment used as the independent 

variables in this research are as follows: 

Density 

 Population density (per square mile) 

 Housing  density (per square mile) 

 Job density (per square mile) 
 

Diversity 

 Land use mix index 
 

Design 

 Street length (feet per square mile) 

 Number of intersections (per square mile) 
 
Destination accessibility 

 Distance to commercial (feet) 
 

Distance to transit 

 Number of bus stops (per square mile) 

 Average distance to bus stops (feet) 
Population, housing and job data were aggregated by block group. Distance to 

commercial and bus stops were calculated as the average distance from all of the 

residential land uses in the block group to commercial land uses and bus stops.  
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The number of intersections by block group was calculated by spatial joining 

intersection points to block groups. Street length by block group was calculated by 

clipping streets to block group boundaries and summarizing the street length for all the 

streets inside the block group.  

The land use mix was calculated by using the entropy measure. Entropy is widely 

used in land use literature. The entropy measure was first used to quantify land use 

balance by Cervero and Kockelman (1997) in looking at suburban employment centers. 

The formula to calculate the entropy measure is shown below:  

Land use mix index entropy = 
)ln(

)ln(

i

pp ii
i                       (3-1) 

where  is the proportion of land use area of type i of the sum of all land use 

area types in a block group. The entropy calculation is implemented through a Java 

program.   

The land use mix index is a value between [0,1). The bigger the number the 

higher the land use mix in the block group. Zero represents a single land use for the 

entire block group – no mix at all. 

Table 3-11shows the statistics information for the calculated D variables in the 

study area. 

Spatial Distance and Topological Relationship Extraction 

Introduction 

As discussed in the spatial association rule data mining literature (Malerba et al. 

2003, Ceci et al. 2004, Sharma et al. 2005), there are three kinds of relationship 

between spatial objects: topological relationship such as disjoint, intersects, 

inside/outside, adjacent to, covers/covered by, equal, etc.; direction or orientation or 
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ordering relationship, such as left, right, north, east, etc.; and distance relationship such 

as close to, far away, etc. Since direction relationship is too complicated to describe and 

rarely used in the built environment and safety analysis, this research only consider the 

topological and distance relationships.  

Table 3-12 shows the list of layers chosen to participate in the spatial relationship 

extraction.  

Topological relationships characterize the type of intersection between two 

spatial features, and remain invariant under topological transformations such as rotation 

and scaling. There are many approaches in the literature to formally define a set of 

topological relationships among points, lines, and polygons. The most widely used 

framework used to describe the topological relationship between spatial objects is the 9-

intersection model proposed by (Egenhofer and Franzosa 1991) and (Egenhofer and 

Herring 1994) to categorize binary topological relations in geographic databases. It is 

independent of the concepts of distance and direction and is based purely upon 

topological properties.  

The 9-intersection model applies to spatial objects represented by 

regions/polygons, lines, and points. It is based on the consideration that for each spatial 

object it is possible to distinguish three parts: its interior 0A , its boundary A  and its 

exterior A . In the case of spatial objects described by the Cartesian space 2R , 

regions have non-empty interiors, lines and points have empty interiors, lines have non-

empty boundaries (coincide with them), and points have empty boundaries. 
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For this research, not all possible topological relationship between all these 

layers are considered. Some of them are excluded because: the topological relationship 

has no practical meaning or is not meaningful. For example, the topological relationship 

between point layers (bus stops, intersections) is not considered because it has no 

practical meaning. The same situation exists between the point features and the line 

features. All the point data in this research - crash, bus stops or intersections - are on 

the line features (street network or bus route). For polygons, since the different land use 

types never overlap with each other, only the touch and disjoint are considered. For the 

topological relationship between polylines and polygons, only the cross (polyline cross 

polygon) and contain (polygon contains polyline) are considered in this research.  

Table 3-13 shows the topological relationships considered in this research.  

The pairs of feature layers that participate in the spatial distance relationship 

calculation are almost the same with those in topological relationship extraction process 

except the residential and bus stop pair are only available for the distance relationship. 

All of the distance values calculated are average distances. Table 3-14 shows the 

spatial distance relationship relevant to the association rule data mining in this research.   

Methods of Spatial Relationship Extraction and Calculation 

Figure 3-18 illustrates how the spatial topological relationship extraction and 

distance relationship are calculated.  

The whole process is implemented in Weka-GDPM (Bogorny et al. 2006) 

development environment. The most important part of the algorithm is the query of the 

relationship between a pair of feature layers in a block group. This is accomplished by 

using the PostGIS/PostgreSQL in Java. The result was stored in the database.  
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Results of Spatial Relationship Extraction and Calculation 

Table 3-15 shows the statistical information for the spatial distance relationship 

calculated at the block group level. The Na’s means no distance is calculated because 

the block group has no values for one of both layers. The value of Na’s is the number of 

such block groups. 

Table 3-16 shows the statistics information for topological relationship extracted 

at block group level. The disjoint relationship indicates that both layers are present in 

the block group, but they do not touch each other. NA means that one or both layers 

don’t exist in the block group.  

Discretization 

Association rule data mining can only work with categorical data (Mennis and Liu 

2005). One approach to address this problem is to discretize numeric data into ordinal 

categories and mine the ordinal data for association rules. 

The data that needs to be discretized in this research include three categories: 

the number of crashes by type, 5 Ds variables, and the spatial distance variables. To 

avoid the complexity of the rules resulting from a large number of classes of 

discretization, only three classes are selected in this research. The number of crashes 

and the value of 5Ds variables are converted to: big, intermediate, small. The distance 

variables were discretized to far, intermediate, and close.  

Methods of Discretization 

Discretization methods can be divided into two types: supervised and 

unsupervised discretization. In supervised discretization, given a numeric attribute to be 

discretized into several classes, one looks at correlations between this attribute and the 

class attribute in order to create intervals that maximize the numeric attribute’s 
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productivity of the class(Lud and Widmer 2000). On the contrary, there are no class 

attributes that could be used in unsupervised discretization method. The association 

rules data mining is an unsupervised learning method that needs discrete attributes, 

and actually no class attributes are available, only the unsupervised method could be 

used. 

The R package arules provides four widely used unsupervised discretization 

methods. They are: "interval" (equal interval width), "frequency" (equal frequency), 

"cluster" (k-means clustering) and "fixed" (categories specify interval boundaries).  

The obvious weakness of the equal width method is that in cases where the 

outcome observations are not distributed evenly, a large amount of important 

information can be lost after the discretization process (Kotsiantis and Kanellopoulos 

2006). Since the distribution of the three categories of the data in this study is far away 

from even, the equal width discretization is not suitable for this research.  

Equal-frequency method has the disadvantage that many occurrences of a 

continuous value could cause the occurrences to be assigned into different  bins 

(Kotsiantis and Kanellopoulos 2006). The R package arules makes an improvement 

which makes the duplicate values belong to one bin only. So the frequency in each bin 

is not strict equal.  

Generally, the K=means clustering discretization is a better method when 

considering the distribution of the data. Since it is very sensitive to the value of k, an 

incorrect estimate of k could lead to unsatisfactory results(Vannucci and Colla 2004). 

Since the K in this research is 3, not all variables are suitable to be discretized by using 

this method, especially for the distance which varies from very small to very large 
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values. Block groups containing such distances will become outliers if the K means 

method is used.  

Since the goal of this research is to find how the built environment influence the 

big number of crashes at the block group level, the big number of each crash type is on 

the right side of the potential rules. Thus the equal frequency method is the best method 

for this study because if the cluster or the equal width method is used, it is very likely 

that the variable for the number of crashes may become an outlier for those block 

groups that have large number of crashes. 

As for the D variables, since they are used for all crash types, they needed to be 

discretized by using the same threshold in the association rule mining for different crash 

types although there are different number of block groups in which the crash number is 

bigger than 0. The cluster method may result in outlier and the equal frequency is as 

good as fixed method to reflect the distribution of the data. The quartile based fixed 

discretization method is the better choice than other methods.  

 Before discretization is conducted for the distance variable, basic statistics were 

developed for all the 14,152 distance measures with value equal or greater than 0. The 

result is presented in Table 3-17. Figure 3-19 shows the distribution of the distance 

values. It shows that most of the values are in a relative small distance area.  

Based on this result, the fixed discretization method is adopted, and the 1st Qu. 

and 3rd Qu. are selected as the thresholds, which means the fixed areas are: [0, 648.2], 

(648.2, 1,542], (1,542, 31,310].  

After trying different methods of discretization on the values of the 3 categories, 

the following discretization methods were chosen: equal frequency for number of 
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crashes, quartile based fixed method for D variables (except the distance), and fixed 

method for all distance variables.  

Result of Discretization 

The discretization threshold and result of crash numbers for each crash type 

without considering the time groups is in Table 3-18. Table 3-19, through Table 3-23 

show the discretization result for each crash type in the 4 time groups.  

Table 3-24 shows the D variables discretization result. Since the quartile base 

fixed method is used, most of the intermediate groups have about double of the number 

to the small and big groups. The intersection number and bus stop number are not the 

case this is because many block groups has the same number of the variable at the 

edge of the threshold. 

Table 3-25 shows the result for the distance discretization.  

Association Rule Data Mining 

As introduced in the tools section, the R package arules was used for the 

association rule mining and analysis, and the arulesViz package was used for rule 

visualization. Additionally, RPostgreSQL package was used to further understand the 

mined rules the rules. This involved finding the corresponding block groups for a rule, 

and write the block group geometry, crash related data, D variables, topological 

relationship information, and distance information for that block group into database.  

The output of discretization process serves as the input for the association rule 

mining process. The discretization results were loaded into R, then the apriori function 

of arules was called to mine the potential rules. The apriori function implemented the 

Apriori algorithm with some improvements such as addition of a prefix tree and item 
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sorting. The apriori function has several parameters, Table 3-26 lists the parameters. 

The meaning of the parameter also is explained below through a sample code. 

 totalrules<- apriori(crashplusbetran, parameter = list(support = 0.1, confidence = 

0.6, minlen = 2, maxlen=6), appearance = list(rhs = c(total_crash=big))) 

From above, the apriori is the function of mining association rules. 

Thecrashplusbetran is the transaction data that were transferred from the discretization 

data. Transaction is an internal data type of arules and all discretized data should be 

converted to it before they can be used by the apriori function. Minimum support, 

minimum confidence, minlen (minimal length), and maxlen(max length) are user defined 

parameter for the rules. Appearance defines how the rules will appear, and it has the 

function of filtering the rules. The appearance parameter used here is “need the rhs 

(right-hand-sides) of rule is total_crash = big” which means only the rules that have the 

required rhs will be mined.  

Decision on the values for minimum support, minimum confidence, were guided 

by previous studies: (Montella et al. (2011b), Montella et al. (2011a))used the threshold 

values for support (S), confidence (C), and lift (L) as follows: S ≥ 0.1%, C ≥ 5%, and L ≥ 

1.5. Diana (2012) used mining rules with Support > 0.01 and Lift > 1.1. (Pande and 

Abdel-Aty 2008) used support <0.80%, confidence <10%. (Geurts et al. 2003) utilzied 

minsup = 5% and minconf = 30%, the algorithm obtained 187,829 frequent item sets of 

maximum size 4 for which 598,584 association rules could be generated. The minimum 

support used in this study is minsup = 5%, the minimum confidence is minconf = 50%, 

the minlen =2, and maxlen = 5. 
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Table 3-1. Number of each crash type 

Crash type Number 

Total crash 187,519 

PDO crash 155,522 

Injury crash 30,850 

Fatal crash 1,147 

Pedestrian crash 6,015 

Bike crash 2,255 

 

Table 3-2. Number of block group that has no crash 

 
Total 
Crash 

PDO 
Crash 

Injury 
Crash 

Fatal 
Crash 

Ped 
Crash 

Bike 
Crash 

No. 
Block 
Group 

0 0 22 605 148 327 

 

Table 3-3. Summary of the number of crashes by block group for all crash types 
 Total 

Crash 
PDO 
Crash 

Injury 
Crash 

Fatal 
Crash 

Ped 
Crash 

Bike 
Crash 

Min 1 1 0 0 0 0 
1st Qu. 88.5 69.0 16 0 2 1 
Median 191 151 33 1 5 2 
Mean 255 211.2 42.23 1.517 8.105 3.044 
3rd Qu. 342.5 283.5 56 2 11.5 4 

Max 3801 3091 687 23 57 34 
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Table 3-4. Summary of total crash by time  

Crash Hour Crash Count 

(23:00, 0:00] 4,039 

(0:00, 1:00] 3,194 

(1:00, 2:00] 2,610 

(2:00, 3:00] 2,403 

(3:00, 4:00] 2,508 

(4:00, 5:00] 2,743 

(5:00, 6:00] 4,436 

(6:00, 7:00] 7,423 

(7:00, 8:00] 9,566 

(8:00, 9:00] 8,290 

(9:00, 10:00] 8,230 

(10:00, 11:00] 9,176 

(11:00, 12:00] 10,486 

(12:00, 13:00] 10,702 

(13:00, 14:00] 11,700 

(14:00, 15:00] 13,190 

(15:00, 16:00] 12,981 

(16:00, 17:00] 13,309 

(17:00, 18:00] 11,931 

(18:00, 19:00] 9,024 

(19:00, 20:00] 7,992 

(20:00, 21:00] 7,401 

(21:00, 22:00] 6,057 

(22:00, 23:00] 4,990 

 
Table 3-5. Time group of crashes  

Group Time periods Average crashes per hour 

1 [0, 7) 3,133 
2 [7, 12) 8,537 
3 [12, 19) 12,043 
4 [19, 24) 7,093 

 
Table 3-6. Summary of blog groups have no crashes for each crash type in different 

time groups 

 
Total crash PDO crash 

Injury 
crash Ped crash Bike crash 

Group 1 25 31 169 868 1324 
Group 2 14 19 98 588 912 
Group 3 6 8 45 355 629 
Group 4 15 23 102 554 1,004 
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Table 3-7. Statistics summary of crashes by block group for time group 1 

 
Total crash PDO crash Injury crash Ped crash Bike crash 

Min 0 0 0 0 0 

1st Qu. 9 7 2 0 0 

Median 21 15 5 0 0 

Mean 30.56 23.67 6.893 0.8746 0.2313 

3rd Qu. 40 31 10 1 0 

Max 466 344 122 15 8 

 
Table 3-8. Statistics summary of crashes by block group for time group 2 

 
Total crash PDO crash Injury crash Ped crash Bike crash 

Min 0 0 0 0 0 

1st Qu. 20 16 3 0 0 

Median 41 33 7 1 0 

Mean 57.72 48.5 9.227 1.777 0.7461 

3rd Qu. 76 65 12 3 1 

Max 927 754 173 16 20 

 
Table 3-9. Statistics summary of crashes by block group for time group 3 

 
Total crash PDO crash Injury crash Ped crash Bike crash 

Min 0 0 0 0 0 

1st Qu. 39 30 7 1 0 

Median 85 68 14 2 1 

Mean 113.6 95.41 18.16 3.52 1.474 

3rd Qu. 151 126.5 25 5 2 

Max 1739 1457 282 29 14 

 
Table 3-10. Statistics summary of crashes by block group for time group 4 

 
Total crash PDO crash Injury crash Ped crash Bike crash 

Min 0 0 0 0 0 
1st Qu. 17 13 3 0 0 

Median 39 31 7 1 0 
Mean 49.14 39.96 9.179 1.834 0.5551 

3rd Qu. 66 54 13 3 1 
Max 648 516 132 15 9 
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Table 3-11. Summary statistics for D variables by block group 

 

 

Pop. 
density 

Housing 
density 

Job 
density 

Land use 
mix index 

Street 
length 
feet 

No. of 
intersecti

on 
No. of 

bus stop 

Dist. 
residential 

to bus 
stop 

Dist. 
residential 

to 
commercial 

Min 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1st Qu. 4,836 1,738 250.3 0.3117 85,929 132.2 8.2 899.8 676.4 

Median 8,042 2,756 638.1 0.5035 116,018 212.5 24 1,263.7 1,040.5 

Mean   11,029 5,404 2,056.9 0.4815 107,365 215.0 31.2 1,422.5 1,358.2 

3rd Qu. 12,696 5,411 1509 0.6684 134,141 276.7 43.4 1,677 1,487.3 

Max.   115,583 90,301 174,618.8 0.9992 321,173 2919.2 251.7 13,218.6 29,140.7 
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Table 3-12. Layers participate the spatial relationship extraction 

Layer type layers 

point layer 

bus stop 

intersection 

line layer 

street network 

bus routes 

polygon layer 

Agricultural 

Residential 

Commercial 

Recreation 

Institutional 

Industrial 
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Table 3-13. Topological relationships need to be extracted 

 Layer to layer Layer name Layer name 

Polygon with 
polyline 

Land use to bus 
routes 

Residential Bus routes 
Commercial Bus routes 
Recreation Bus routes 
Industrial Bus routes 

Institutional Bus routes 
   

Land use to 
street 

Residential Street 
Commercial Street 
Recreation Street 
Industrial Street 

Institutional Street 
Agricultural Street 

    

Polygon with 
polygon 

Residential to 
other land use 
types 

Residential Agricultural 
Residential Commercial 
Residential Recreation 
Residential Institutional 
Residential Industrial 

   
Commercial to 
other land use 
types 

Commercial Institutional 
Commercial Recreation 
Commercial Industrial 

   
Industrial to 
recreation 

Industrial Recreation 

Institutional to 
recreation 

Institutional Recreation 
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Table 3-14. Distance relationship need to be extracted 

 Layer to layer Layer name Layer name 
Polygon with 
Point 

Land use to bus 
stops 

Residential Bus stops 

    

Polygon with 
polyline 

Land use to bus 
routes 

Residential Bus routes 
Commercial Bus routes 
Recreation Bus routes 
Industrial Bus routes 

Institutional Bus routes 
   

Land use to 
street 

Residential Street 
Commercial Street 
Recreation Street 
Industrial Street 

Institutional Street 
agricultural Street 

    

Polygon with 
polygon 

Residential to 
other land use 
types 

Residential Agricultural 
Residential Commercial 
Residential Recreation 
Residential Institutional 
Residential Industrial 

   
Commercial to 
other land use 
types 

Commercial Institutional 
Commercial Recreation 
Commercial Industrial 

   
Industrial to 
recreation 

Industrial Recreation 

Institutional to 
recreation 

Institutional Recreation 
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Table 3-15. Summary statistics for spatial distance relationship by block group level 

 
Min 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max Na's 

dist residential to bus stop 0 899.8 1,263.7 1,422.5 1,677 13,218.6 215 

dist residential to commercial 0 676.4 1,040.5 1,358.2 1,487.3 29,140.7 413 

dist commercial to bus route 0 174.2 517.7 790.9 1,023.6 20,212.2 480 

dist recreation to bus route 0 288.1 857.7 1,336.4 1,603.8 18,805 1,332 

dist industrial to bus route 11.69 373.5 772.66 1,099.37 1,247.83 25,088.18 1,202 

dist institutional to bus route 0 393 809.3 975 1,256.2 27,973.7 824 

dist residential to street 0 737.1 1,018.4 1,237.4 1,370.5 20,062.1 15 

dist commercial to street 10.67 849.23 1,190.19 1,528.45 1,699.56 293,14.56 408 

dist recreation to street 0 732 1,330 1,786 1,972 22,014 1,276 

dist industrial to street 357.4 1,033.9 1,293.3 1,862.1 1,889.2 19,379.8 1,180 

dist institutional to street 43.74 922.22 1,203.53 1,484.47 1,665.15 17,049.87 794 

dist agricultural to street 325.3 1,385.2 2,043.2 2,956.1 3,675 15,567.1 1,403 

dist residential to agricultural 0 1092 1,757 2,656 3,313 15,732 1,405 

dist residential to recreation 0 474.6 1,012.2 1,394 1,645 21,063 1,275 

dist residential to institutional 0 720.3 1,035 1,292.8 1,446.1 21,886.9 795 

dist residential to industrial 133.7 842.4 1,174.4 1,751.1 1,830.1 20,511 1,182 

dist commercial to institutional 0 597.1 1,002.6 1,293.4 1,503.1 11,954.5 894 

dist commercial to recreation 0 547.7 1,228.9 2,197.1 2,235.3 31,309.5 1,372 

dist commercial to industrial 0 616.6 970.8 1,410.5 1,462 29,000.2 1,189 

dist industrial to recreation 218.8 888.8 1,900.5 3,345.4 4,016.2 22,702.4 1,507 

dist institutional to recreation 0 609.5 1,387.9 1,907.3 2,460.6 25,531.8 1,458 

dist residential to bus route 1.523 511.786 871.968 982.6 1,204.199 20,333.605 143 
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Table 3-16. Summary statistics for spatial topological relationship extracted by block group level 

 
Relationship Disjoint NA 

topo_agricultural_geostreet CROSSES/CONTAINS 103 81 1,403 

topo_fullresidential_agricultural TOUCHES 153 29 1,405 

topo_fullresidential_busroute CROSSES/CONTAINS 133 1236 2,18 

topo_fullresidential_geostreet CROSSES/CONTAINS 900 672 15 

topo_fullresidential_industrial TOUCHES 277 128 1,182 

topo_fullresidential_institutional TOUCHES 688 104 795 

topo_fullresidential_recreation TOUCHES 271 41 1,275 

topo_fullresidential_retailoffice TOUCHES 1096 78 413 

topo_industrial_busroute CROSSES/CONTAINS 14 371 1,202 

topo_industrial_geostreet CROSSES/CONTAINS 106 301 1,180 

topo_industrial_recreation TOUCHES 10 70 1,507 

topo_institutional_busroute CROSSES/CONTAINS 26 737 824 

topo_institutional_geostreet CROSSES/CONTAINS 142 651 794 

topo_institutional_recreation TOUCHES 23 106 1,458 

topo_recreation_busroute CROSSES/CONTAINS 10 245 1,332 

topo_recreation_geostreet CROSSES/CONTAINS 168 143 1,276 

topo_retailoffice_busroute CROSSES/CONTAINS 53 1054 480 

topo_retailoffice_geostreet CROSSES/CONTAINS 287 892 408 

topo_retailoffice_industrial TOUCHES 312 86 1,189 

topo_retailoffice_institutional TOUCHES 383 310 894 

topo_retailoffice_recreation TOUCHES 66 149 1,372 
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Table 3-17. Summary statistics of all spatial distance variables 

Min. 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max. 

0.0 648.2 1,051.0 1,358.0 1,542.0 31,310.0 
 

Table 3-18.Crashes discretization without considering the occurrence time 

 Threshold number 

total_crash_num 

[  1, 119) 530 

[119, 275) 529 

[275,3801] 528 

pdo_crash_num 

[  1,  95) 534 

[ 95, 227) 527 

[227,3091] 526 

injury_crash_num 

[ 1, 22) 539 

[22, 49) 522 

[49,687] 509 

fatal_crash_num 

1 385 

[2, 4) 426 

[4,23] 176 

ped_crash_num 

[ 1, 5) 578 

[ 5,11) 430 

[11,57] 436 

bike_crash_num 

[1, 3) 584 

[3, 5) 330 

[5,34] 351 

 
Table 3-19. Total crash discretization considering the occurrence time  

  Threshold number 

Total crash  

tgp1 

[1, 14)  541  

[14, 34) 511 

[34,466] 510 

tgp2 

[1, 27)  531  

[27, 63) 530 

[63,927] 512 

tgp3 

[1, 52)  529  

[52, 124) 526 

[124,1739] 526 

tgp4 

[1, 25)  541  

[25, 56) 513 

[56,648] 518 
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Table 3-20. PDO crash discretization considering the occurrence time  

pdo_crash_num 

tgp1 

[1, 11) 534  

 [11, 26) 519 

[26,344] 503 

tgp2 

[1, 22)  527  

[22, 53) 525 

[53,754] 516 

tgp3 

[1,  42)  529  

[42, 103) 527 

[103,1457] 523 

tgp4 

[1, 20)  532  

[20, 45) 513 

[45,516] 519 

 
Table 3-21. Injury crash discretization considering the occurrence time  

injury_crash_num 

tgp1 

[1,  4)  501  

[4,  9) 457 

[9,122] 460 

tgp2 

[1,  6)  567  

[6, 11) 437 

[11,173] 485 

tgp3 

[1, 10)  514  

[10, 22) 534 

[22,282] 494 

tgp4 

[1,  6)  560  

[6, 12) 471 

[12,132] 454 

 
Table 3-22. Pedestrian crash discretization considering the occurrence time 

ped_crash_num 

tgp1 

1  400  

2 159 

[3,15] 160 

tgp2 

1  364  

[2, 4) 361 

[4,16] 274 

tgp3 

[1, 3)  504  

[3, 6) 365 

[6,29] 363 

tgp4 

1  374  

[2, 4) 384 

[4,15] 275 
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Table 3-23. Bike crash discretization considering the occurrence time 

bike_crash_num 

tgp1 

1  204  

[2,8] 59 

  

tgp2 

1  417  

2 148 

[3,20] 110 

tgp3 

1  394  

2 247 

[3,14] 317 

tgp4 

1  400  

[2,9] 183 

  

 
Table 3-24. D variables discretization 

 Threshold number 

 
pop_density_sqmile 

[-Inf, 4,836) 397 

[4,836, 12,696) 793 

[12,696, Inf] 397 

housing_density_sqmile 
[-Inf, 1,738) 397 

[1,738, 5,411) 793 
[5,411, Inf] 397 

job_density 
[-Inf, 250) 397 

[250, 1,509) 793 
[1,509, Inf] 397 

mix_index 
[-Inf, 0.312) 397 

[0.312, 0.668) 793 
[0.668, Inf] 397 

street_length_feet_sqmile 
[-Inf, 85,929) 333 

[85,929, 134,141) 637 
[134,141, Inf] 295 

intersection_num_sqmile 
[-Inf, 132.2) 328 

[132.2, 276.7) 644 
[276.7, Inf] 293 

busstop_num_sqmile 

[-Inf, 8.2) 349 

[8.2, 43.3) 654 

[43.3, Inf] 262 
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Table 3-25. Distance variables discretization 

 
Close Far Intermediate NA 

dis_fullresidential_busstop 180 418 774 215 

dis_fullresidential_retailoffice 265 280 629 413 

dis_retailoffice_busroute 623 124 360 480 

dis_recreation_busroute 106 69 80 1,332 

dis_industrial_busroute 163 71 151 1,202 

dis_institutional_busroute 308 118 337 824 

dis_fullresidential_geostreet 301 313 958 15 

dis_retailoffice_geostreet 189 340 650 408 

dis_recreation_geostreet 68 124 119 1,276 

dis_industrial_geostreet 23 155 229 1,180 

dis_institutional_geostreet 82 239 472 794 

dis_agricultural_geostreet 5 129 50 1,403 

dis_fullresidential_agricultural 11 111 60 1,405 

dis_fullresidential_recreation 94 90 128 1,275 

dis_fullresidential_institutional 156 178 458 795 

dis_fullresidential_industrial 48 128 229 1,182 

dis_retailoffice_institutional 194 168 331 894 

dis_retailoffice_recreation 62 90 63 1,372 

dis_retailoffice_industrial 111 89 198 1,189 

dis_industrial_recreation 11 48 21 1,507 

dis_institutional_recreation 33 58 38 1,458 

dis_fullresidential_busroute 506 198 740 143 
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Table 3-26. Apriori function in arules package 

Usage apriori(data, parameter = NULL, appearance = NULL, control = NULL) 

Arguments 

data 

object of class transactions or any data structure which 

can be coerced into transactions (e.g., a binary matrix or 

data frame). 

parameter 

object of class APparameter or named list. The default 

behavior is to mine rules with support 0.1, confidence 0.8, 

and maxlen 10. 

appearance 

object of class APappearance or named list. With this 

argument item appearance can be restricted. By default all 

items can appear unrestricted. 

control 
object of class APcontrol or named list. Controls the 

performance of the mining algorithm (item sorting, etc.) 

 

http://127.0.0.1:38590/help/library/arules/help/transactions-class
http://127.0.0.1:38590/help/library/arules/help/transactions-class
http://127.0.0.1:38590/help/library/arules/help/APparameter-class
http://127.0.0.1:38590/help/library/arules/help/APappearance-class
http://127.0.0.1:38590/help/library/arules/help/APcontrol-class
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Figure 3-1. Overview of the Miami-Dade County, FL 
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Figure 3-2. Residential land use 
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Figure 3-3. Retail/office land use
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Figure 3-4. Institutional land use 
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Figure 3-5. Recreation land use 
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Figure 3-6. Industrial land use 
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Figure 3-7. Agricultural land use 
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Figure 3-8. Built environment and crash map for a block group 
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Figure 3-9. System design  
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E  F 

Figure 3-10. Distribution of crash by block group. A) total crash,  B) PDO crash, C) 
injury crash, D) fatal crash, E) ped crash, F) bike crash. 
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Figure 3-11. The distribution of number of crashes along with the time 
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Figure 3-12. Distribution of crash of time group 1 by block group. A) total crash,  B) PDO 
crash, C) injury crash, D) ped crash, E) bike crash 
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Figure 3-13. Distribution of crash of time group 2 by block group. A) total crash,  B) PDO 
crash, C) injury crash, D) ped crash, E) bike crash 
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Figure 3-14. Distribution of crash of time group 3 by block group. A) total crash,  B) PDO 
crash, C) injury crash, D) ped crash, E) bike crash 
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Figure 3-15. Distribution of crash of time group 4 by block group. A) total crash,  B) PDO 
crash, C) injury crash, D) ped crash, E) bike crash 
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(Bogorny 2006) 

Figure 3-16. Three spatial relationships  

 

 
Figure 3-17. The 9-intersection model represented as a matrix 
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Figure 3-18. Spatial Topological Relationship Extraction and Distance Relationship 

Calculation Algorithm 
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Figure 3-19. Spatial distance distribution.  
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CHAPTER 4  
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The structure of this chapter is as follows: an overview of the rules mined by 

association rule data mining for different crash types is first introduced; then the rules 

are separately discussed based on whether the spatial and temporal attributes of 

crashes were considered in data mining process. For each category, the rules for 5 

crash types are discussed in detail; last, the influence of mixed land use on crashes is 

also discussed and summarized.  

Result Overview 

Table 4-1 presents the summary of rules mined for each crash type.  

The result shows that there are no rules for fatal crashes, which means the 

occurrence of fatal crashes has no relationship pattern with the built environment based 

on the data used in this research. There are 176 block groups marked as 

fatal_crash_num=big after the discretization of fatal crash numbers. The same result is 

presented for pedestrian crashes in time group 1 and bike crashes in time group 2. 

Additionally, the number of rules for bike crashes in time group 1 and 4 is marked with 

NA, which means the mining for these two crash types is not conducted. This is 

because no block groups are classified as bike_crash_num=big after the discretization 

process of the number of bike crashes in these two time groups (see the discretization 

section in chapter 3).  

With a combined analysis of Table 4-1, Table 3-2 (summary of block groups that 

don’t have crashes for each crash type) and Table 3-6 (summary of block groups that 

don’t have crashes for each crash type at each time group), there is no relationship 

between the number of block groups that have crashes and the number of rules. For 
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example, there are only 45 rules for the bike crashes in spatial mode based on the data 

for 1260 block groups, while there are 650 rules for the bike crashes in time group 3 

based on the data for 958 block groups. Usually more rules are expected to be mined 

for a crash type in total than when classified into 4 time groups since there will be block 

groups that have crashes, which means more records will participate in the rule mining 

process.  

Result Analysis Method 

As shown in Table 4-1, the number of the rules for a crash type is usually very 

large. Practically it is impossible to discuss every rule, and it is not meaningful to do this 

since most of rules have a relative low lift. Thus the analysis is focused on rules 

summary and rules with high quality (i.e. the rule has big lift). For each crash type, the 

rules are discussed from four aspects: the scatter plot for all rules, the most frequent 

items for the top 100 rules, the list of top 10 rules, and the matching block groups in GIS 

map for the top 5 rules. 

Scatter plot for all rules. The plot depicts the support-confidence-lift distribution 

of all crashes for a certain crash type. The x-axis is the support of the rules, y-axis is the 

lift, and the color (dark or light) is for the confidence of the rule. See example in Figure 

4-1. 

Most frequent items for the top 100 rules. A statistics of the most frequent 

items appeared in the antecedents for the top 100 rules identify the most important 

contributing built environment variables related to a certain crash type.  

List of top 10 rules. A list of the top 10 rules for a certain crash type that show 

how crashes are influenced by the built environment. The top 10 rules for a crash type 

usually share some of the same predicates in antecedent.  
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Matching block groups for top 5 rules. For each rule, its matching block 

groups could be identified through its lhs parameter. To help understand how a crash 

type is influenced by the built environment, the block groups for the top 5 rules of that 

crash type are identified in GIS environment and integrated as one layer. The reason 

chose top 5 rules but not more is because: 1) the matching block groups for each rule 

are highly overlapped, 2) the top 5 rules are the strongest rules and could embody the 

pattern of the relationship between the built environment and that certain crash type.  

Figure 4-2 to Figure 4-6 are maps show these result for the 5 crash types.  

Spatial Analysis of the Influence of Built Environment on Crashes  

In this section, the temporal influence of the built environment is not evaluated i.e. 

all crashes of the same type are treated together irrespective of time of occurrence. The 

influence of built environment on total crashes, PDO crashes, injury crashes, pedestrian 

crashes and bike crashes are discussed separately below.  

Total Crashes 

Figure 4-1 A is the scatter plot for all the 19,677 rules for all crashes. Generally, 

the lower support of the rule, the higher the lift, and vice versa. Most of the rules have 

the support lower than 0.1 (10 %). The distribution of confidence is consistent with the 

lift, which means a rule that has small confidence usually has small lift. The strongest 

rules are those in the top-left corner.  

To further understand the strongest rules, Table 4-2 is a statistics of the most 

frequent items that appeared in the left side of the rules as antecedents based on the 

top 100 rules. There are 44 out of 100 rules that have the 

dis_retailoffice_busroute=intermediate as one of the antecedent, 36 rules contains 

dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate, and 35 rules have the item 
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topo_fullresidential_retialoffice=TOUCHES. The statistics show that the most frequent 

items relate with distance to transit (number of bus stop per square mile, distance to bus 

route) except the topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES.  

Table 4-7 lists the top 10 rules between the built environment variables and the 

big number of total crashes (total_crash_num=big). If a community has the attributes 

that distance from the residential to bus stop is far, and the retail/office land use touches 

the industrial land use, then this community has a high probability of crashes with lift 

equal to 2.3187. The most frequent item that appeared in the top 10 rules are 

topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES (5 of 10 rules), followed by 

dis_fullresidential_busstop=far (4 of 10 rules), which means that residential land use is 

one of the key factors in the occurrence of crashes. This make sense since most of 

travel activities are home based. The far distance between residences to bus stop 

makes people drive more, which increase the probability of crashes.  

 

Figure 4-2 shows the matching block groups for the top 5 rules for total crashes. 

The result shows these block groups cross or are very close to major highways with 

exclusion of interstates. These major highways include: S Dixie HWY, US 27, SR 826, 

SR 836, and SR 924. The result also shows several big size block groups in the north-

west corner of Miami-Dade County (Doral, medley, and Miami International airport area) 

and one in south east area have a high crash risk. The attributes like population density, 

job density for these block groups varies, while they have the common attributes that 

dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far, topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES and also 

total_crash_num=big. 
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PDO Crashes 

Figure 4-1 B shows the distribution of the 20,388 rules for the PDO crashes. The 

distribution is very similar to the total crashes. The very likely reason is that 82.94% of 

the total crashes are PDO crashes. Table 4-3 is the list of frequency items for PDO 

crashes in the top 100 rules. The list shows that the busstop_num_sqmile = big is the 

most frequent item among all items that contained by the top 100 rules, which is 64 out 

of 100 rules. What’s more there has two topological relationship related items are 

frequent, and both of them are agricultural land use related. The 

“topo_agricultural_geostreet=” means no agricultural land use and street coexist in a 

block group. Similarly, the item “topo_fullresidential_agricultural=” indicates that 

residential and agricultural not coexisted in the same block group.  

Table 4-8 is the list of the top 10 rules with consequent pdo_crash_num=big. The 

list shares 3 residential related items with the top 10 rules for total crashes: 

dis_fullresidential_geostreet=intermediate, dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate 

and topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES. Unlike only 3 rules contains item 

busstop_num_sqmile=big in total crash rules, there are 9 rules contains the item for 

PDO crashes, which means the item is a key factor for the top 10 rules. Additionally, the 

rule 5 is the father rule for rule 1, 2, 4, 10. Though it has higher support, its lift is smaller 

than rule 1, 2, 4.  

Figure 4-3 shows the distribution of matching block groups for the top 5 rules for 

PDO crashes. Unlike the block groups are distributed at different areas in the whole 

county and there some big size block groups for total crashes, the matching block 

groups of the top 5 rules are mainly in Miami area, and some in Miami Gardens.  
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Injury Crashes 

The scatter plot for all 7,503 rules is shown in Figure 4-1 C. The figure shows 

that the lift for the strongest rules (lift >2.4) is a little higher when compared to the rules 

for total and PDO crashes (lift < 2.4). 

The most frequent items for the top 100 rules in Table 4-4 shows that the most 3 

frequent items are distance related items and all has the value far: 

dis_fullresidential_busstop=far (65), dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=far (48) and 

dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far (36). While unlike in total and PDO crashes contains the 

busstop_num_sqmile=big, the busstop_num_sqmile has the value intermediate.   

Table 4-9 lists the top 10 rules for injury crashes. The antecedents for all of the 

10 rules are composed with spatial distance and topological items and no D variables 

contained. The top rules is dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far, dis_industrial_geostreet=far,                                                                          

topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES -> injury_crash_num = big.  

The pattern of matching block groups for injury crashes (Figure 4-4) is similar 

with the total crashes. The main difference is that there are less block groups in Glenvar 

Heights and Miami areas (see red rectangle in Figure 4-4).  

Pedestrian Crashes 

There are a lot of more rules for pedestrian crashes than all other crash types. 

(Figure 4-1 D)This is unexpected since the number of pedestrian crashes (6,015) is 

much smaller than total crashes (187,519) or PDO crashes (155,522). On the other 

hand, the strongest rules for pedestrian crashes have much higher lift than other crash 

types: from 2.2 for the total, PDO crashes, 2.4 for injury crashes to 3.0 for pedestrian 

crashes. This means the pattern between built environment and pedestrian crash is 

stronger than others.  
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The most appeared items in the antecedent of rules for pedestrian is 

busstop_num_sqmile = big, which is 100 out of 100 rules (Table 4-5). This means the 

big number of bus stop is the most important factor that results in big number of 

pedestrian crashes.  

Table 4-10 shows the top 10 rules for pedestrian crashes. A very obvious 

difference between these rules and the rules for other crash types is that all distance 

variables have the value intermediate (from 648.2 to 1,542 feet), which usually is far for 

the other crash types. The top 10 rules for pedestrian crashes have a relative higher 

quality when compared with other crash types. The lift varies from 2. 8883 to 3.0221.  

The map of matching block groups for pedestrian crashes (Figure 4-5) is 

obviously different than total and injury crash types, but similar with PDO crashes. 

Compared with the matching map for PDO crashes, the matching block group for 

pedestrian crashes are focused at downtown Miami area. The pedestrian crash 

corresponding block groups are small and located in areas that potentially have more 

people than other places. This is expected since both the density of people walking and 

driving here are much higher than other areas. Although the people density in Miami 

Beach is supposed to be higher because of the visitors, this area is relatively safe for 

the pedestrian. It’s likely that fewer cars are driving in the Miami Beach streets. The 

number of the corresponding block groups is also smaller than for other crash types.  

Bike Crashes 

Unlike all other crash types, the number of rules for bike crashes is very small - 

only 45 (Figure 4-1 E). Possible reason may include: first, there has much less number 

of bike crashes (2,255 in total) than any other type;  second, 327 block groups have no 

bike crashes, and only 351 block groups have attribute bike_crash_num=big. The 
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scatter plot shows that quality of the rules for bike crashes is also lower than others. 

The lift is about 2.2 for the strongest rule for bike crashes.  

Table 4-6 shows the list of frequent antecedent items for all of the 45 rules. The 

D variable related item pop_density_sqmile=small (12 of 45) is one of the five most 

frequent items and it is exclusive to bike crashes. The item 

topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES (32 of 45) is the most frequent.  

Table 4-11 tabulates the top 10 rules for bike crash. The strongest rule is a rule 

with 3 items for the antecedent pop_density_sqmile=small, 

busstop_num_sqmile=intermediate, topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES, in 

which the population density is the first density variable appearing in a top 10 rule list. 

The rule 2 shows that if a block group attributes include pop_density_sqmile=small, 

dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far, 

topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES, it has the risk of bike crashes with lift 

2.2007.  

Figure 4-6 shows the map of matching block groups for top 5 bike crash rules. 

The pattern is more scattered than centralized at certain areas. First, the blocks groups 

mainly distributed along the major road. Second, there are some block groups in Key 

Biscayne and Miami Beach, which usually not included for other crashes types.  

Spatio-Temporal Analysis of the Influence of Built Environment on Crashes 

The spatial influence of built environment on crashes is discussed in the last 

section. This section is focused on the spatio-temporal influence of built environment on 

crashes by type and how the influence may change for each crash type along the time.  
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Total Crashes 

Figure 4-7 shows the distribution of the rules for total crashes by different time 

groups. The rules for the 4 time groups have similar distribution, while the 4th group has 

the smallest lift and confidence. This means the relationship pattern between built 

environment and total crashes from 7pm to 11pm is not as stronger as during other 

times.  

Table 4-12 through Table 4-15 show the statistics for the most frequent items 

appearing in the left side of the top 100 rules for the total crashes in each group. The 

two items: topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT and 

topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES are frequent items in all of the 4 time groups. 

The topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT and busstop_num_sqmile=big is shared 

by group 2, 3 and 4. The time group 1 has three special items:     

dis_industrial_busroute=intermediate, topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT and 

dis_retailoffice_busroute=intermediate.  

Table 4-28 through Table 4-31 present a list of top 10 rules for total crash in each 

time group. An obvious finding that emerges is that among the top 10 rules for each 

time group, the lift of the strongest rules in time group 4 is smaller than the lift of the 

weakest rules in group 2 and 3, and close to the lift of weakest rule in group 1. 

Additionally, no D variable related items are contained in the antecedents of top 10 rules 

in group 1 and all items either spatial distance variables or topological relationship 

variables. The only D variable appeared in the top 10 rule for group 2, 3 and 4 is 

busstop_num_sqmile but with different values. 

Figure 4-12 through Figure 4-15 show the matching block groups for the top 5 

rules for total crashes in each time group. The maps show that the pattern is stable in 
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some areas like: Pinceton and southeast area, Miami Lakes, and North Miami Beach 

during the time change (see red rectangle from Figure 4-12 to Figure 4-15). While the 

difference between the matching groups in 4 groups are also obvious: first, an obvious 

change between the time group 1, 2 and the time group 3, 4 is that more small block 

groups appear in Miami and Hialeah area; second, the big blocks in the north west 

corner of the study area appeared in group 1, 2 and 4 doesn’t appear in group 3.  

PDO Crashes 

Figure 4-8 shows the support-lift-confidence distribution of rules for PDO crashes 

during different time groups. Similar to the total crash rules in different time periods, the 

maximum lift of rules in time group 4 is smaller than in other groups.  

Table 4-16 through Table 4-19 show the summary of frequent items for the top 

100 rules for PDO crashes in each time group. No frequent item is shared by the four 

time groups. The time group 1 and 2 share no common frequent item, while 2 frequent 

items are shared by time group 2, 3 and 4: busstop_num_sqmile=big and 

dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate. The busstop_num_sqmile=big also is the 

most frequent item for time group 2 (76 of 100) and 3 (56 of 100). This indicates the 

important influence of bus stops for PDO crashes from 7am to 6pm.  

Table 4-32 through Table 4-35 show the top 10 PDO rules in the 4 time groups. 

Like the result for total crashes with considering the crash time, first, the time group 4 

has the weakest pattern between the built environment and PDO crashes. The lift for 

the strongest rule is smaller than the weakest rule in other 3 time groups. Second, no D 

variable items for the top 10 rules in time group 1. A difference from the top 10 rules for 

total crash is that the strongest rules for PDO crashes in time group 2, 3 and 4 contains 
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the item: busstop_num_sqmile=big. Additionally, the mix_index=big item contributed to 

the top 10 rules in time group 2 (rule 7, 8, 9). 

Figure 4-16 through Figure 4-19 show the change of matching block groups for 

the top 5 rules for PDO crashes in different time groups. First, the pattern from time 

group 1 to group 2 is stable, and very similar with the matching block groups for the total 

crash in time group 1. Second, the pattern from time group 3 to group 4 is kind of stable 

and similar with the matching block groups for PDO crashes without considering the 

crash time. The difference between group 3 and 4 is that there more block groups in 

downtown Miami area. Third, the pattern change from group 1, 2 to group 3, 4 is huge. 

All of the matching block groups are small for group 3 and 4, and they are mainly in 

Miami, North Miami and Hialeah area. The large block groups that appeared in group 1 

and 2 in Miami Gardens, North Miami Beach, Doral, Miami International Airport, and 

Southeast corner no longer appear in group 3 and 4. 

Injury Crashes 

Figure 4-9 shows the support-lift-confidence distribution of rules for injury 

crashes during different time groups. 

Table 4-20 through Table 4-23 summarize the frequent items for the association 

rules of injury crashes in different time groups. It is very clear that the 4 groups share 3 

of 5 their frequent items. What’s more, the time group 1 and 3 have the same frequent 

items with different frequencies. The only D variable item busstop_num_sqmile=big is a 

frequent item shared by group 1 and 4.  

Table 4-36 through Table 4-39 list top 10 rules for injury crash in different time 

groups. The results show that the busstop_num_sqmile= intermediate is the only 

frequent D variables in the top rules for the injury crashes. The item          
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dis_fullresidential_busstop=far is most frequent item for injury crashes in group 2, 3 and 

4, and also is a frequent item for time group 1. 

 Figure 4-20 through Figure 4-23 shows the matching block groups for the top 5 

rules for injury crashes in different time groups. Generally, the matching block group 

patterns stay consistent along the time change in most of the area, which is mainly 

distributed in the red irregular area from Figure 4-20 to Figure 4-23. The difference 

between each group and the red irregular area is: the time group 1has the big block 

group at the northwest corner; time group 2 has some block groups in Key Biscayne; 

time group 3 has some in Miami Beach; while group 4 with less block groups when 

compare with others but with extra block group at the intersection of Florida’s Turnpike 

and I 75.  

Pedestrian Crashes 

Figure 4-10 shows the distribution of the rules of pedestrian crashes in time 

groups 2, 3 and 4. It is clear that the time group 3 has more rules than the other two 

groups, and also the lifts of the strongest rules are bigger than those in groups 2 and 4. 

This is very likely that more pedestrian activity during time group 3.  

Table 4-24, Table 4-25 and Table 4-26 show the most frequent items for the top 

100 rules for time group 2, 3 and 4, respectively. The most important finding is that the 

item busstop_num_sqmile=big is almost contained by all top 100 rules for the 3 time 

groups. There are 91 out of 100 rules for group 2, 100 out of 100 for group 3 and 4 

contains this item. Except the frequent item busstop_num_sqmile=big is shared by the 3 

time groups and the topo_fullresidential_institutional=TOUCHES is shared by group 2 

and 3, all other frequent items for each time group are exclusive to themselves. 

Additionally, except the D variable buststop_num_sqmile=big is the most frequent item 
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for all groups, another D variable street_length_feet_sqmile = big is frequent with group 

2. 

Table 4-40 through Table 4-42 show the top 10 rules for pedestrian crashes in 

time group 2 to 4. The result shows all of the distance variables items in three time 

groups have the value intermediate, which means that the some of the intermediate 

distance play a great role in pedestrian crashes in time group 2, 3 and 4.  

Figure 4-24 through Figure 4-26 shows the change of matching block groups of 

top 5 rules for pedestrian crashes in time group 2 to 4. Similar to the matching block 

group distributions of pedestrian crashes without considering the occurrence time, all of 

the matching block groups are in small size and focused on high density population 

areas. The change in the pattern is obvious: While the matching block groups are 

mainly in downtown Miami, Hialeah, North Miami and Miami Gardens in time group 2, 

they are present in downtown Miami in time group 3, and only few in North Miami. 

Group 4 has more block groups north (Miami Gardens, North Miami) but less in 

Downtown Miami.  

Bike Crashes 

Figure 4-11 shows the distribution of the rules for bike crashes in time group 3. 

When compared with the rules for all bike crashes, time group 3 shows more rules, but 

the lift of the strongest rules is smaller. More rules means the pattern of bike crashes in 

time group 3 is stronger than for all bike crashes.  

Table 4-27 shows the frequent items for the top 100 rules for bike crash in time 

group 3. Although there are no rules of bike crashes for all other time groups, the 

frequent items for bike crashes in time group 3 and for all bike crashes without 

considering the time are not the same. 3 of the 5 frequent items for bike crashes in time 
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group 3 are topological variables. The item pop_density_sqmile=small is shared by 

rules in time group 3 and rules without considering crash time. While another D variable 

street_length_feet_sqmile=intermediate is exclusive to the rules for bike crashes in time 

group 3.  

Table 4-43 shows the top 10 rules for bike crashes in time group 3. The rule 1 

indicates that if a block group has the attributes: dis_fullresidential_busstop=far,     

topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES and 

topo_retailoffice_institutional=TOUCHES, then it has the high risk of bike crash from 

12pm to 6pm. There are 7 of 10 rules contains the item pop_density_sqmile=small, this 

means the small density community has big number of bike crashes when combing 

some other built environment attributes in that community.  

Figure 4-27 shows the matching block groups for the top 5 rules of bike crashes 

in time group 3. The pattern is more scattered than centralized. When compared with 

the matching block groups for the top 5 rules of bike crashes without considering the 

time (Figure 4-6), it has a smaller number of block groups. Additionally, the pattern of 

bike crashes in time group 3 in Miami downtown area is not as obvious as in Figure 4-6.  

Influence of Mixed Land Use on Crashes  

The mixed land use is a very important aspect of planning. Planners advocate 

that smart growth calls for mixed land use versus single land use. Is highly mixed land 

use good from the traffic safety perspective? Table 4-44 and Table 4-45 show the effect 

of mix_index on all crash types. The big, intermediate and small in the table means 

mix_index = big, mix_index = intermedate, and mix_index = small respectively. The two 

tables show the total number, the max value of the rule lift and the mean value of the 
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rule lift for the rules which contain the three antecedents for each crash type. Here are 

some findings: 

First, there are no rule containing the antecedent mix_index = small for all of the 

crash types (regardless crash occurrence time). This means that low mixed land use 

has no effect on all crash types.  

Second, generally, there are less rules containing the antecedent mix_index=big 

than mix_index=intermediate. This is excepted since the number of the latter is about 

two times more than the former item which is the result of land use mix index from the 

discretization process. The exceptions are rule for bike crashes, and pedestrian crashes 

in time group 2. The number of rules contain mix_index=big for bike crashes in time 

group 3, which is 56, is bigger than 3 of the rules contain mix_index=intermediate. This 

indicates the high mixed land use plays a more important role than intermediate mixed 

land use in the bike crash in time group 3 (12pm – 6pm). Though only 3 rules contain 

item mix_index=big for bike crashes without considering crash time, there zero rules 

with item mix_index=intermediate. The number is 75 to 51 when for the pedestrian 

crashes in time group 2. 

Third, although the number of rules that contain the item mix_index=big is less 

than the mix_index=intermediate, it doesn’t mean the quality of the rules is lower. 

Generally, the max and mean value of rule lifts for rules contain mix_index=big are 

bigger than contain mix_index=intermediate for total and PDO crashes (except in time 

group 4). This means that highly mixed land use may result more easily in total and 

PDO crashes when combined with other built environment variables. On contrary, the 
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quality of rules contain mix_index=intermediate is higher than mix_index=big when for 

injury crashes and pedestrian crashes (except time group 2).  

Fourth, the influence of mixed land use on crashes varies from time to time. 

Statistically, there are more rules for time group 2 and 3 than for time group 1 and 4, 

regardless of the crash type. The corresponding rule quality also is higher. This is 

expected since the travel activity in group 2 and 3 is larger than in group 1 and 4.  
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Table 4-1. Number of rules that mined for each crash type 

 Crash type No. of rules 

spatial 

total_crash_num=big 19,677 

pdo_crash_num=big 20,388 

injury_crash_num=big 7,503 

fatal_crash_num=big 0 

ped_crash_num=big 3,336 

bike_crash_num=big 45 

 
 
Spatio-
temporal 

tgp1_total_crash_num=big 12,960 

tgp1_pdo_crash_num=big 13,763 

tgp1_injury_crash_num=big 2,853 

tgp1_ped_crash_num=big 0 

tgp1_bike_crash_num=big NA 

tgp2_total_crash_num=big 14,462        

tgp2_pdo_crash_num=big 19,458 

tgp2_injury_crash_num=big 6,477 

tgp2_ped_crash_num=big 2,506 

tgp2_bike_crash_num=big 0 

tgp3_total_crash_num=big 19,730 

tgp3_pdo_crash_num=big 17,933 

tgp3_injury_crash_num=big 9,278 

tgp3_ped_crash_num=big 22,849 

tgp3_bike_crash_num=big 650 

tgp4_total_crash_num=big 13,542 

tgp4_pdo_crash_num=big 16,627 

tgp4_injury_crash_num=big 2,173 

tgp4_ped_crash_num=big 3,755 

tgp4_bike_crash_num=big NA 

 
Table 4-2. Frequent items of top 100 rules for total crashes rules 

Frequent Items No. 

  dis_retailoffice_busroute=intermediate  44 

dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate 36 

topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES 35 

                   busstop_num_sqmile=big 33 

        topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT 27 
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Table 4-3. Frequent items of top 100 rules for PDO crashes rules 

Frequent Items No. 

busstop_num_sqmile=big 64 

topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT      47 

dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate         34 

   topo_agricultural_geostreet=      26 

topo_fullresidential_agricultural=    25 

 

Table 4-4. Frequent items of top 100 rules for injury crashes rules 

Frequent Items No. 

dis_fullresidential_busstop=far 65 

dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=far 48 

dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far 36 

topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES 35 

          busstop_num_sqmile=intermediate 23 

 

Table 4-5. Frequent items of top 100 rules for pedestrian crashes rules 

Frequent Items No. 

busstop_num_sqmile=big 100 

dis_fullresidential_industrial=intermediate 56 

topo_industrial_geostreet=DISJOINT 40 

dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate 30 

     topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT 26 

 

Table 4-6. Frequent items of top 45 rules for bike crashes rules 

Frequent Items No. 

topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES 32 

dis_fullresidential_busstop=far 17 

dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far 13 

                 pop_density_sqmile=small 12 

          dis_institutional_geostreet=far 10 
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Table 4-7. Top 10 rules for total crash number 

 Antecedent Supp. Conf. Lift 

1 
{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far,  
 topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES} 0.0510 0.7714 2.3187 

2 
{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far,  
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES,  
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0523 0.7411 2.2274 

3 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big,  
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate,  
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate,  
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0586 0.7381 2.2185 

4 

{busstop_num_sqmile=intermediate,  
 dis_fullresidential_busstop=far,  
 dis_fullresidential_geostreet=far,  
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0529 0.7368 2.2147 

5 
{dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far,  
 topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES} 0.0523 0.7345 2.2077 

6 
{dis_industrial_geostreet=far,  
 topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES} 0.0510 0.7232 2.1738 

7 

{busstop_num_sqmile=intermediate,  
 dis_fullresidential_busstop=far,  
 dis_fullresidential_geostreet=far,  
 dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far} 0.0510 0.7232 2.1738 

8 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big,  
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate,  
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate,  
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0636 0.7214 2.1684 

9 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big,  
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate,  
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT,  
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0636 0.7214 2.1684 

10 

{busstop_num_sqmile=intermediate,  
 dis_fullresidential_geostreet=far,  
 dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far,  
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0504 0.7207 2.1663 
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Table 4-8. Top 10 rules for PDO crash 

 Antecedent Supp. Conf. Lift 

1 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_geostreet=intermediate, 
 topo_agricultural_geostreet=, 
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0542 0.7478 2.2563 

2 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_geostreet=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_agricultural=, 
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0542 0.7478 2.2563 

3 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0592 0.7460 2.2509 

4 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_geostreet=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES, 
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0529 0.7304 2.2038 

5 
{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_geostreet=intermediate, 
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0542 0.7288 2.1989 

6 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0643 0.7286 2.1982 

7 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0643 0.7286 2.1982 

8 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_retailoffice_geostreet=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0580 0.7244 2.1856 

9 
{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES, 
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0510 0.7232 2.1820 

10 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_geostreet=intermediate, 
 dis_retailoffice_geostreet=intermediate, 
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0510 0.7232 2.1820 
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Table 4-9. Top 10 rules for injury crash 

 Antecedent Supp. Conf. Lift 

1 
{dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far, 
 dis_industrial_geostreet=far, 
 topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES} 0.0503 0.7900 2.4367 

2 
{dis_industrial_geostreet=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES, 
 topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES} 0.0503 0.7822 2.4126 

3 
{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES} 0.0522 0.7810 2.4088 

4 
{dis_industrial_geostreet=far, 
 topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES} 0.0554 0.7768 2.3960 

5 
{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far, 
 dis_industrial_geostreet=far} 0.0503 0.7745 2.3890 

6 
{dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES, 
 topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES} 0.0503 0.7745 2.3890 

7 
{dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far, 
 topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES} 0.0554 0.7699 2.3748 

8 

{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=far, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0510 0.7692 2.3727 

9 
{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 dis_industrial_geostreet=far} 0.0535 0.7636 2.3554 

10 

{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=far, 
 dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=far} 0.0548 0.7611 2.3475 
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Table 4-10. Top 10 rules for pedestrian crash 

 Antecedent Supp. Conf. Lift 

1 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES, 
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0506 0.9125 3.0221 

2 
{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0506 0.9012 2.9848 

3 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_industrial=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES, 
 topo_industrial_geostreet=DISJOINT} 0.0533 0.8953 2.9653 

4 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_industrial=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_industrial_geostreet=DISJOINT} 0.0512 0.8916 2.9528 

5 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_busstop=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_industrial=intermediate, 
 topo_industrial_geostreet=DISJOINT} 0.0506 0.8795 2.9129 

6 
{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_industrial=intermediate, 
 topo_industrial_geostreet=DISJOINT} 0.0540 0.8764 2.9026 

7 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_industrial=intermediate, 
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_industrial_geostreet=DISJOINT} 0.0533 0.8750 2.8979 

8 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_industrial=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0575 0.8737 2.8936 

9 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_industrial=intermediate, 
 topo_industrial_geostreet=DISJOINT, 
 topo_retailoffice_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0519 0.8721 2.8883 

10 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_industrial=intermediate, 
 topo_agricultural_geostreet=, 
 topo_industrial_geostreet=DISJOINT} 0.0519 0.8721 2.8883 
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Table 4-11. Top 10 rules for bike crash 

 Antecedent Supp. Conf. Lift 

1 
{pop_density_sqmile=small, 
 busstop_num_sqmile=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0545 0.6106 2.2007 

2 

{pop_density_sqmile=small, 
 dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0514 0.5652 2.0370 

3 
{pop_density_sqmile=small, 
 dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0569 0.5496 1.9808 

4 

{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_institutional=TOUCHES, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0506 0.5378 1.9383 

5 
{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES, 
 topo_institutional_geostreet=DISJOINT} 0.0577 0.5368 1.9345 

6 
{dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_institutional=TOUCHES, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0522 0.5366 1.9338 

7 
{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_institutional=TOUCHES} 0.0538 0.5354 1.9297 

8 

{dis_fullresidential_geostreet=far, 
 dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far, 
 dis_institutional_geostreet=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0506 0.5333 1.9221 

9 

{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far, 
 dis_institutional_geostreet=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0514 0.5328 1.9202 

10 

{pop_density_sqmile=small, 
 housing_density_sqmile=small, 
 dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0514 0.5328 1.9202 
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Table 4-12. Frequent items for top 100 rules for total crashes in time group 1 

Frequent Items No. 

dis_industrial_busroute=intermediate 58 

     topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT 48 

topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES 35 

   topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT 34 

dis_retailoffice_busroute=intermediate 25 

 
Table 4-13. Frequent items for top 100 rules for total crashes in time group 2 

Frequent Items No. 

  dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate 59 

busstop_num_sqmile=big 44 

topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES 32 

     topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT 30 

      topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES 22 

 
Table 4-14. Frequent items for top 100 rules for total crashes in time group 3 

Frequent Items No. 

   busstop_num_sqmile=big  74 

    dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate  74 

  topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES  24 

    topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT 20 

dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate 17 

 
Table 4-15. Frequent items for top 100 rules for total crashes in time group 4 

Frequent Items No. 

dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate 66 

busstop_num_sqmile=big  49 

 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES  38 

          dis_fullresidential_busstop=far 16 

topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT 15 

 
Table 4-16. Frequent items for top 100 rules for PDO crashes in time group 1 

Frequent Items No. 

 dis_industrial_busroute=intermediate     52                                       

topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES           41 

topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT   39                                       

dis_retailoffice_busroute=intermediate                                      38 

     topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES                                  30   
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Table 4-17. Frequent items for top 100 rules for PDO crashes in time group 2 

Frequent Items No. 

        busstop_num_sqmile=big 76 

dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate 38 

topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT 35 

topo_agricultural_geostreet= 25 

topo_fullresidential_agricultural= 24 

 
Table 4-18. Frequent items for top 100 rules for PDO crashes in time group 3 

Frequent Items No. 

busstop_num_sqmile=big 56 

dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate 54 

        topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT 33 

   topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT 24 

   dis_retailoffice_busroute=intermediate 23 

 
Table 4-19. Frequent items for top 100 rules for PDO crashes in time group 4 

Frequent Items No. 

dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate 96 

       topo_industrial_geostreet=DISJOINT 38 

                   busstop_num_sqmile=big 26 

   topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT 26 

topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES 23 

 
Table 4-20. Frequent items for top 100 rules for injury crashes in time group 1 

Frequent Items No. 

topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES 50 

          dis_fullresidential_busstop=far 48 

        dis_fullresidential_geostreet=far 46 

           dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far 41 

     dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=far 27 

 
Table 4-21. Frequent items for top 100 rules for injury crashes in time group 2 

Frequent Items No. 

dis_fullresidential_busstop=far 74 

topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES 42 

dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far 41 

dis_fullresidential_geostreet=far 31 

busstop_num_sqmile=intermediate 24 
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Table 4-22. Frequent items for top 100 rules for injury crashes in time group 3 

Frequent Items No. 

dis_fullresidential_busstop=far 71 

           dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far 47 

dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=far 44 

topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES 32 

dis_fullresidential_geostreet=far  25 

 
Table 4-23. Frequent items for top 100 rules for injury crashes in time group 4 

Frequent Items No. 

      dis_fullresidential_busstop=far 52 

dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=far 43 

topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES 40 

dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far 31 

busstop_num_sqmile=intermediate 24 

 
Table 4-24. Frequent items for top 100 rules for pedestrian crashes in time group 2 

Frequent Items No. 

       busstop_num_sqmile=big  91 

topo_fullresidential_institutional=TOUCHES  53 

street_length_feet_sqmile=big 34 

   topo_fullresidential_geostreet=DISJOINT  29 

topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT 19 

 
Table 4-25. Frequent items for top 100 rules for pedestrian crashes in time group 3 

Frequent Items No. 

busstop_num_sqmile=big 100 

topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT 45 

opo_fullresidential_industrial=TOUCHES 38 

topo_fullresidential_institutional=TOUCHES 37 

dis_institutional_geostreet=intermediate 15 

 
Table 4-26. Frequent items for top 100 rules for pedestrian crashes in time group 4 

Frequent Items No. 

busstop_num_sqmile=big  100                                       

dis_institutional_busroute=intermediate                                     99 

   dis_fullresidential_geostreet=intermediate              19      

topo_fullresidential_recreation= 19 

              topo_recreation_busroute=                                  19 
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Table 4-27. Frequent items for top 100 rules for bike crashes in time group 3 

Frequent Items No. 

topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES 41 

   topo_retailoffice_institutional=TOUCHES  38 

street_length_feet_sqmile=intermediate 35 

topo_retailoffice_busroute=DISJOINT 31 

pop_density_sqmile=small 29 
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Table 4-28. Top 10 rules for total crash in time group 1 

 Antecedent Supp. Conf. Lift 

1 
{topo_retailoffice_geostreet=CROSSES/CONTAINS, 
 topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES} 0.0512 0.7407 2.2687 

2 
{dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far, 
 topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES} 0.0512 0.7080 2.1683 

3 

{dis_retailoffice_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_recreation_geostreet=} 0.0538 0.7059 2.1619 

4 

{dis_retailoffice_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_fullresidential_recreation=, 
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0538 0.7059 2.1619 

5 

{dis_retailoffice_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_recreation_busroute=} 0.0538 0.7059 2.1619 

6 

{dis_retailoffice_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_retailoffice_recreation=} 0.0538 0.7059 2.1619 

7 
{dis_industrial_geostreet=far, 
 topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES} 0.0506 0.7054 2.1603 

8 

{dis_industrial_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_recreation_geostreet=} 0.0512 0.6957 2.1306 

9 

{dis_industrial_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_fullresidential_recreation=, 
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0512 0.6957 2.1306 

10 

{dis_industrial_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_recreation_busroute=} 0.0512 0.6957 2.1306 
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Table 4-29. Top 10 rules for total crash in time group 2 

 Antecedent Supp. Conf. Lift 

1 
{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES} 0.0502 0.7524 2.3115 

2 
{dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far, 
 topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES} 0.0528 0.7345 2.2566 

3 
{busstop_num_sqmile=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=far, 
 dis_fullresidential_geostreet=far} 0.0502 0.7315 2.2473 

4 

{busstop_num_sqmile=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 dis_fullresidential_geostreet=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0528 0.7281 2.2368 

5 
{dis_industrial_geostreet=far, 
 topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES} 0.0515 0.7232 2.2219 

6 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0579 0.7222 2.2189 

7 

{busstop_num_sqmile=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_geostreet=far, 
 dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0509 0.7207 2.2142 

8 
{busstop_num_sqmile=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_geostreet=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0540 0.7203 2.2131 

9 

{busstop_num_sqmile=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 dis_fullresidential_geostreet=far, 
 dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far} 0.0509 0.7143 2.1945 

10 

{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 dis_fullresidential_geostreet=far, 
 topo_agricultural_geostreet=, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0540 0.7083 2.1762 
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Table 4-30. Top 10 rules for total crash in time group 3 

 Antecedent Supp. Conf. Lift 

1 
{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES} 0.0512 0.7714 2.3187 

2 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0607 0.7619 2.2901 

3 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0670 0.7571 2.2757 

4 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_retailoffice_geostreet=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0601 0.7480 2.2484 

5 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_institutional=TOUCHES} 0.0506 0.7477 2.2473 

6 
{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate} 0.0670 0.7465 2.2437 

7 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate, 
 dis_retailoffice_geostreet=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate} 0.0626 0.7444 2.2373 

8 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0658 0.7429 2.2328 

9 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_geostreet=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate} 0.0639 0.7426 2.2322 

10 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_agricultural_geostreet=} 0.0651 0.7410 2.2272 
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Table 4-31. Top 10 rules for total crash in time group 4 

 Antecedent Supp. Conf. Lift 

1 
{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES, 
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0509 0.7143 2.1677 

2 
{dis_industrial_geostreet=far, 
 topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES} 0.0503 0.7054 2.1406 

3 
{dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far, 
 topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES} 0.0503 0.6991 2.1216 

4 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0560 0.6984 2.1195 

5 
{dis_industrial_geostreet=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES, 
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0503 0.6930 2.1030 

6 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0617 0.6929 2.1026 

7 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_recreation_geostreet=} 0.0585 0.6917 2.0992 

8 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_recreation=} 0.0585 0.6917 2.0992 

9 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_recreation_busroute=} 0.0585 0.6917 2.0992 

10 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_retailoffice_recreation=} 0.0585 0.6917 2.0992 
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Table 4-32. Top 10 rules for PDO crash in time group 1 

 Antecedent Supp. Conf. Lift 

1 
{topo_retailoffice_geostreet=CROSSES/CONTAINS, 
 topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES} 0.0514 0.7407 2.2914 

2 

{dis_retailoffice_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES} 0.0508 0.7315 2.2628 

3 
{dis_retailoffice_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES} 0.0521 0.7297 2.2574 

4 

{dis_retailoffice_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES, 
 topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES} 0.0521 0.7297 2.2574 

5 

{dis_retailoffice_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_recreation_geostreet=} 0.0546 0.7143 2.2096 

6 

{dis_retailoffice_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_fullresidential_recreation=, 
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0546 0.7143 2.2096 

7 

{dis_retailoffice_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_recreation_busroute=} 0.0546 0.7143 2.2096 

8 

{dis_retailoffice_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_retailoffice_recreation=} 0.0546 0.7143 2.2096 

9 

{dis_retailoffice_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES, 
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0578 0.7087 2.1922 

10 
{dis_retailoffice_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0591 0.7077 2.1892 
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Table 4-33. Top 10 rules for PDO crash in time group 2 

 Antecedent Supp. Conf. Lift 

1 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0593 0.7381 2.2429 

2 
{dis_industrial_geostreet=far, 
 topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES} 0.0517 0.7232 2.1977 

3 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_geostreet=intermediate, 
 topo_agricultural_geostreet=, 
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0529 0.7217 2.1932 

4 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_geostreet=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_agricultural=, 
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0529 0.7217 2.1932 

5 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0644 0.7214 2.1922 

6 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0644 0.7214 2.1922 

7 
{mix_index=big, 
 topo_retailoffice_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES} 0.0542 0.7203 2.1889 

8 

{mix_index=big, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES, 
 topo_retailoffice_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES} 0.0523 0.7193 2.1858 

9 

{mix_index=big, 
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_retailoffice_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES} 0.0517 0.7168 2.1782 

10 

{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far,  
 dis_fullresidential_geostreet=far,  
 topo_agricultural_geostreet=,  
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0548 0.7167 2.1778 
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Table 4-34. Top 10 rules for PDO crash in time group 3 

 Antecedent Supp. Conf. Lift 

1 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big,  
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate,  
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate,  
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0583 0.7302 2.2044 

2 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big,  
 dis_fullresidential_geostreet=intermediate,  
 topo_agricultural_geostreet=,  
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0526 0.7217 2.1790 

3 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big,  
 dis_fullresidential_geostreet=intermediate,  
 topo_fullresidential_agricultural=,  
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0526 0.7217 2.1790 

4 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big,  
 dis_retailoffice_geostreet=intermediate,  
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate,  
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0576 0.7165 2.1633 

5 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big,  
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate,  
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate,  
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0633 0.7143 2.1565 

6 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big,  
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate,  
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT,  
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0633 0.7143 2.1565 

7 

{busstop_num_sqmile=intermediate,  
 dis_fullresidential_busstop=far,  
 dis_fullresidential_geostreet=far,  
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0513 0.7105 2.1452 

8 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big,  
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate,  
 dis_retailoffice_geostreet=intermediate,  
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate} 0.0595 0.7068 2.1338 

9 
{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far,  
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES,  
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0500 0.7054 2.1296 

10 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big,  
 dis_fullresidential_geostreet=intermediate,  
 dis_retailoffice_geostreet=intermediate,  
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0500 0.7054 2.1296 
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Table 4-35. Top 10 rules for PDO crash in time group 4 

 Antecedent Supp. Conf. Lift 

1 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big,  
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate,  
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0563 0.6984 2.1047 

2 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_recreation_geostreet=} 0.0588 0.6917 2.0845 

3 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_recreation=} 0.0588 0.6917 2.0845 

4 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_recreation_busroute=} 0.0588 0.6917 2.0845 

5 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_retailoffice_recreation=} 0.0588 0.6917 2.0845 

6 

{dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_industrial_geostreet=DISJOINT, 
 topo_retailoffice_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_retailoffice_geostreet=DISJOINT} 0.0505 0.6870 2.0701 

7 

{dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES, 
 topo_industrial_geostreet=DISJOINT, 
 topo_retailoffice_geostreet=DISJOINT} 0.0505 0.6870 2.0701 

8 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0614 0.6857 2.0664 

9 

{dis_retailoffice_geostreet=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_industrial_geostreet=DISJOINT} 0.0505 0.6810 2.0523 

10 
{dis_fullresidential_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_industrial_geostreet=DISJOINT, 
 topo_retailoffice_geostreet=DISJOINT} 0.0512 0.6780 2.0430 
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Table 4-36. Top 10 rules for injury crash in time group 1 

 Antecedent Supp. Conf. Lift 

1 
{dis_fullresidential_geostreet=far, 
 dis_industrial_geostreet=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0501 0.7978 2.4592 

2 
{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 dis_industrial_geostreet=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0515 0.7849 2.4197 

3 
{dis_fullresidential_geostreet=far, 
 dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far, 
 dis_industrial_geostreet=far} 0.0529 0.7813 2.4083 

4 

{busstop_num_sqmile=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_institutional=TOUCHES} 0.0515 0.7684 2.3687 

5 
{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES, 
 topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES} 0.0529 0.7653 2.3591 

6 
{dis_fullresidential_geostreet=far, 
 dis_industrial_geostreet=far} 0.0550 0.7647 2.3573 

7 
{dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=far, 
 dis_industrial_geostreet=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0522 0.7629 2.3517 

8 
{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far, 
 dis_industrial_geostreet=far} 0.0522 0.7629 2.3517 

9 

{busstop_num_sqmile=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=far, 
 dis_fullresidential_geostreet=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0543 0.7624 2.3501 

10 

{dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=far, 
 dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far, 
 dis_industrial_geostreet=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0515 0.7604 2.3441 
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Table 4-37. Top 10 rules for injury crash in time group 2 

 Antecedent Supp. Conf. Lift 

1 

{busstop_num_sqmile=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 dis_institutional_geostreet=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0517 0.8105 2.4884 

2 

{busstop_num_sqmile=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_institutional=TOUCHES} 0.0517 0.7938 2.4371 

3 
{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far, 
 dis_industrial_geostreet=far} 0.0537 0.7921 2.4318 

4 
{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 dis_industrial_geostreet=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0504 0.7895 2.4238 

5 

{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 dis_fullresidential_geostreet=far, 
 dis_institutional_geostreet=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0604 0.7826 2.4027 

6 

{busstop_num_sqmile=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=far, 
 dis_fullresidential_geostreet=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0531 0.7822 2.4014 

7 

{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 dis_fullresidential_geostreet=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_institutional=TOUCHES, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0531 0.7822 2.4014 

8 
{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 dis_retailoffice_institutional=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_institutional=TOUCHES} 0.0504 0.7813 2.3985 

9 

{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 dis_institutional_geostreet=far, 
 dis_retailoffice_institutional=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0504 0.7813 2.3985 

10 
{dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far, 
 dis_industrial_geostreet=far, 
 topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES} 0.0524 0.7800 2.3947 
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Table 4-38. Top 10 rules for injury crash in time group 3 

 Antecedent Supp. Conf. Lift 

1 

{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=far, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0532 0.7885 2.4611 

2 

{busstop_num_sqmile=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=far, 
 dis_fullresidential_geostreet=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0512 0.7670 2.3941 

3 

{busstop_num_sqmile=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0551 0.7658 2.3903 

4 
{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far, 
 dis_industrial_geostreet=far} 0.0506 0.7647 2.3870 

5 

{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=far, 
 dis_fullresidential_institutional=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0506 0.7647 2.3870 

6 

{busstop_num_sqmile=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=far, 
 dis_fullresidential_geostreet=far, 
 dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far} 0.0506 0.7647 2.3870 

7 

{busstop_num_sqmile=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=far, 
 dis_fullresidential_geostreet=far} 0.0525 0.7642 2.3853 

8 
{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES} 0.0519 0.7619 2.3783 

9 

{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far, 
 dis_fullresidential_institutional=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0538 0.7615 2.3769 

10 

{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=far, 
 dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=far} 0.0558 0.7611 2.3756 
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Table 4-39. Top 10 rules for injury crash in time group 4 

 Antecedent Supp. Conf. Lift 

1 
{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES, 
 topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES} 0.0512 0.7755 2.5366 

2 
{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 topo_retailoffice_industrial=TOUCHES} 0.0532 0.7524 2.4610 

3 

{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far, 
 dis_retailoffice_institutional=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0512 0.7238 2.3675 

4 
{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 dis_retailoffice_institutional=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0525 0.7222 2.3623 

5 

{dis_retailoffice_geostreet=far, 
 dis_retailoffice_institutional=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES, 
 topo_retailoffice_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0525 0.7222 2.3623 

6 

{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=far, 
 dis_fullresidential_busroute=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0505 0.7212 2.3588 

7 
{busstop_num_sqmile=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=far, 
topo_fullresidential_geostreet=CROSSES/CONTAINS} 0.0532 0.7182 2.3491 

8 

{busstop_num_sqmile=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=far, 
 dis_fullresidential_geostreet=far} 0.0512 0.7170 2.3452 

9 
{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES, 
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0539 0.7143 2.3364 

10 

{busstop_num_sqmile=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0606 0.7143 2.3364 
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Table 4-40. Top 10 rules for pedestrian crash in time group 2 

 Antecedent Supp. Conf. Lift 

1 

{street_length_feet_sqmile=big, 
 busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 topo_fullresidential_geostreet=DISJOINT, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0591 0.6413 2.3382 

2 

{street_length_feet_sqmile=big, 
 busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_fullresidential_geostreet=DISJOINT} 0.0571 0.6196 2.2589 

3 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_geostreet=DISJOINT, 
 topo_fullresidential_institutional=TOUCHES} 0.0521 0.6190 2.2570 

4 

{street_length_feet_sqmile=big, 
 busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 topo_fullresidential_geostreet=DISJOINT, 
 topo_retailoffice_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0551 0.6111 2.2281 

5 

{street_length_feet_sqmile=big, 
 busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_fullresidential_institutional=TOUCHES} 0.0561 0.6087 2.2193 

6 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_geostreet=DISJOINT, 
 topo_institutional_geostreet=DISJOINT} 0.0521 0.6047 2.2045 

7 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_retailoffice_geostreet=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_geostreet=DISJOINT, 
 topo_fullresidential_institutional=TOUCHES} 0.0561 0.6022 2.1954 

8 
{street_length_feet_sqmile=big, 
 busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 topo_fullresidential_geostreet=DISJOINT} 0.0601 0.6000 2.1876 

9 

{street_length_feet_sqmile=big, 
 busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0511 0.6000 2.1876 

10 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 topo_fullresidential_geostreet=DISJOINT, 
 topo_fullresidential_institutional=TOUCHES, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0701 0.5983 2.1814 
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Table 4-41. Top 10 rules for pedestrian crash in time group 3 

 Antecedent Supp. Conf. Lift 

1 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 topo_agricultural_geostreet=, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_fullresidential_industrial=TOUCHES} 0.0528 0.8025 2.7235 

2 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 topo_fullresidential_agricultural=, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_fullresidential_industrial=TOUCHES} 0.0528 0.8025 2.7235 

3 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_fullresidential_institutional=TOUCHES, 
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0593 0.8022 2.7226 

4 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_fullresidential_industrial=TOUCHES, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0519 0.8000 2.7152 

5 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 topo_fullresidential_busroute=DISJOINT, 
 topo_fullresidential_institutional=TOUCHES, 
 topo_industrial_geostreet=DISJOINT} 0.0519 0.8000 2.7152 

6 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_retailoffice=intermediate, 
 dis_institutional_geostreet=intermediate, 
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0519 0.8000 2.7152 

7 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_fullresidential_industrial=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_institutional=TOUCHES, 
 topo_industrial_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0511 0.7975 2.7066 

8 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 topo_fullresidential_institutional=TOUCHES, 
 topo_industrial_geostreet=DISJOINT, 
 topo_recreation_geostreet=} 0.0511 0.7975 2.7066 

9 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 topo_fullresidential_institutional=TOUCHES, 
 topo_fullresidential_recreation=, 
 topo_industrial_geostreet=DISJOINT} 0.0511 0.7975 2.7066 

10 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 topo_fullresidential_institutional=TOUCHES, 
 topo_industrial_geostreet=DISJOINT, 
 topo_recreation_busroute=} 0.0511 0.7975 2.7066 
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Table 4-42. Top 10 rules for pedestrian crash in time group 4 

 Antecedent Supp. Conf. Lift 

1 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_retailoffice_busroute=intermediate, 
 dis_institutional_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_recreation_geostreet=} 0.0503 0.7222 2.7129 

2 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_retailoffice_busroute=intermediate, 
 dis_institutional_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_recreation=} 0.0503 0.7222 2.7129 

3 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_retailoffice_busroute=intermediate, 
 dis_institutional_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_recreation_busroute=} 0.0503 0.7222 2.7129 

4 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_retailoffice_busroute=intermediate, 
 dis_institutional_busroute=intermediate, 
 topo_retailoffice_recreation=} 0.0503 0.7222 2.7129 

5 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_institutional_busroute=intermediate, 
 dis_retailoffice_institutional=intermediate, 
 topo_recreation_geostreet=} 0.0523 0.7200 2.7046 

6 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_institutional_busroute=intermediate, 
 dis_retailoffice_institutional=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_recreation=} 0.0523 0.7200 2.7046 

7 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_institutional_busroute=intermediate, 
 dis_retailoffice_institutional=intermediate, 
 topo_recreation_busroute=} 0.0523 0.7200 2.7046 

8 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_institutional_busroute=intermediate, 
 dis_retailoffice_institutional=intermediate, 
 topo_retailoffice_recreation=} 0.0523 0.7200 2.7046 

9 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_institutional_busroute=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_geostreet=intermediate, 
 dis_retailoffice_institutional=intermediate} 0.0513 0.7067 2.6545 

10 

{busstop_num_sqmile=big, 
 dis_institutional_busroute=intermediate, 
 dis_fullresidential_geostreet=intermediate, 
 topo_recreation_geostreet=} 0.0571 0.6941 2.6074 
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Table 4-43. Top 10 rules for bike crash in time group 3 

 Antecedent Supp. Conf. Lift 

1 
{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES, 
 topo_retailoffice_institutional=TOUCHES} 0.0501 0.6316 1.9087 

2 
{dis_fullresidential_busstop=far, 
 topo_retailoffice_institutional=TOUCHES} 0.0532 0.6071 1.8348 

3 

{pop_density_sqmile=small, 
 topo_agricultural_geostreet=, 
 topo_fullresidential_recreation=, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0564 0.5934 1.7933 

4 

{pop_density_sqmile=small, 
 topo_fullresidential_agricultural=, 
 topo_fullresidential_recreation=, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES} 0.0564 0.5934 1.7933 

5 

{pop_density_sqmile=small, 
 topo_agricultural_geostreet=, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES, 
 topo_recreation_geostreet=} 0.0564 0.5934 1.7933 

6 

{pop_density_sqmile=small, 
 topo_fullresidential_agricultural=, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES, 
 topo_recreation_geostreet=} 0.0564 0.5934 1.7933 

7 

{pop_density_sqmile=small, 
 topo_agricultural_geostreet=, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES, 
 topo_retailoffice_recreation=} 0.0564 0.5934 1.7933 

8 

{pop_density_sqmile=small, 
 topo_fullresidential_agricultural=, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES, 
 topo_retailoffice_recreation=} 0.0564 0.5934 1.7933 

9 

{dis_fullresidential_geostreet=far, 
 dis_institutional_geostreet=far, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES, 
 topo_retailoffice_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0532 0.5930 1.7922 

10 

{pop_density_sqmile=small, 
 busstop_num_sqmile=intermediate, 
 topo_fullresidential_retailoffice=TOUCHES, 
 topo_retailoffice_busroute=DISJOINT} 0.0501 0.5926 1.7909 
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Table 4-44. Influence of land use mix on crashes without considering crash time 

Crash type 
big intermediate small 

No. Max Mean No. Max Mean No. 

total_crash_num=big 206 1.932 1.647 893 1.926 1.635 0 

pdo_crash_num=big 315 2.071 1.668 804 1.933 1.638 0 

injury_crash_num=big 31 1.813 1.650 248 2.091 1.678 0 

fatal_crash_num=big NA 

ped_crash_num=big 342 2.208 1.835 1, 577 2.587 1.869 0 

bike_crash_num=big 3 1.859 1.844 0   0 
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Table 4-45. Influence of land use mix on crashes considering crash time 

Crash type 
big intermediate small 

No. Max Mean No. Max Mean No. 

tgp1_total_crash_num=big 137 1.955 1.665 456 1.885 1.651 0 

tgp2_total_crash_num=big 261 2.161 1.704 470 1.935 1.664 0 

tgp3_total_crash_num=big 321 2.063 1.680 877 1.996 1.626 0 

tgp4_total_crash_num=big 47 1.776 1.624 541 1.857 1.621 0 

tgp1_pdo_crash_num=big 140 2.045 1.674 591 1.944 1.676 0 

tgp2_pdo_crash_num=big 333 2.189 1.713 751 2.018 1.648 0 

tgp3_pdo_crash_num=big 324 2.047 1.643 600 1.955 1.648 0 

tgp4_pdo_crash_num=big 70 1.760 1.594 762 1.889 1.629 0 

tgp1_injury_crash_num=big 7 1.613 1.583 112 1.899 1.622 0 

tgp2_injury_crash_num=big 17 1.783 1.652 169 2.117 1.712 0 

tgp3_injury_crash_num=big 49 1.878 1.698 184 1.951 1.636 0 

tgp4_injury_crash_num=big 6 1.774 1.720 82 2.019 1.744 0 

tgp1_ped_crash_num=big 0 

tgp2_ped_crash_num=big 75 2.130 1.938 51 1.958 1.868 0 

tgp3_ped_crash_num=big 267 2.024 1.834 497 2.215 1.873 0 

tgp4_ped_crash_num=big 3 1.896 1.896 138 2.078 1.936 0 

tgp1_bike_crash_num=big NA 

tgp2_bike_crash_num=big 0 

tgp3_bike_crash_num=big 56 1.690 1.572 3 1.526 1.521 0 

tgp4_bike_crash_num=big NA 
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Figure 4-1. Scatter plot of all rules for all crash types without considering crash 
occruence time 
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Figure 4-2. Matching block groups for the top 5 rules of total crashes 
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Figure 4-3. Matching block groups for the top 5 rules of PDO crashes 
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Figure 4-4 Matching block groups for the top 5 rules of injury crashes 
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Figure 4-5. Matching block groups for the top 5 rules of pedestrian crashes 
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Figure 4-6. Matching block groups for the top 5 rules of bike crashes 
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Figure 4-7. Scatter plot for total crash in different time group 
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Figure 4-8. Scatter plot for PDO crash in different time group 
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Figure 4-9. Scatter plot for injury crash in different time group 
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Figure 4-10. Scatter plot for pedestrian crash in different time group 
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Figure 4-11. Scatter plot for bike crash in different time group 
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Figure 4-12. Matching block groups for the top 5 rules of total crash in time group 1 
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Figure 4-13. Matching block groups for the top 5 rules of total crash in time group 2 
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Figure 4-14. Matching block groups for the top 5 rules of total crash in time group 3 
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Figure 4-15. Matching block groups for the top 5 rules of total crash in time group 4 
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Figure 4-16. Matching block groups for the top 5 rules of PDO crash in time group 1 
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Figure 4-17. Matching block groups for the top 5 rules of PDO crash in time group 2 
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Figure 4-18. Matching block groups for the top 5 rules of PDO crash in time group 3 
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Figure 4-19. Matching block groups for the top 5 rules of PDO crash in time group 4 
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Figure 4-20. Matching block groups for the top 5 rules of injury crash in time group 1 
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Figure 4-21. Matching block groups for the top 5 rules of injury crash in time group 2 
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Figure 4-22. Matching block groups for the top 5 rules of injury crash in time group 3 
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Figure 4-23. Matching block groups for the top 5 rules of injury crash in time group 4 
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Figure 4-24. Matching block groups for the top 5 rules of pedestrian crash in time group 

2 
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Figure 4-25. Matching block groups for the top 5 rules of pedestrian crash in time group 

3 
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Figure 4-26. Matching block groups for the top 5 rules of pedestrian crash in time group 

4 
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Figure 4-27. Matching block groups for the top 5 rules of bike crash in time group 3 
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CHAPTER 5  
CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

This research studied the influence of built environment on traffic crashes by 

developing a spatio-temporal association rule data mining approach. The key factors in 

this approach include:  

1) Used the D variables framework to describe and measure built environment. 

The framework ensures that the built environment is comprehensively considered for 

the crash analysis. The land use mix index used for the Diversity dimension is not used 

by previous crash analysis research. 

2) Integrated the spatial relationship between built environment elements. The 

spatial relationships considered include spatial distance and spatial topological 

relationship. There were 44 spatial relationships calculated or extracted for this 

research.  

3) Conducted the analysis at the community level. Census block group was 

selected as the analysis unit, and all the data were aggregated at the block group level. 

The result is also presented at block group level.  

4) Applied the association rule data mining method to explore the associations 

between the built environment variables and different crash types. The resulting rules 

directly show how the combination of the built environment variables (D variables, 

spatial distance relationship variables and spatial topological relationship variables) 

influence the occurrence of crash types in communities.  

5) Conducted the analysis considering both spatial and spatio-temporal aspects. 

The 5 years of crashes were divided into 4 groups according to time variation based on 
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statistical analysis and the influence of built environment on crashes in different time 

groups was analyzed. 

The analysis shows that the D variables, spatial distance relationship variables 

and spatial topological relationship variables have a mixed influence on certain crash 

type. A lot of rules were mined for each crash type except for three of them (fatal 

crashes, pedestrian crashes in time group 1 and bike crashes in time group 2). All these 

rules are a combination of the three sorts of built environment variables (D variables, 

spatial distance relationship variables and spatial topological relationship variables). 

The same variables may have different influence when combined with different other 

variables for different crash types. The research also shows that mixed land use may 

bring big number of crashes in a community when combined with some other built 

environment variables, and the higher the mixed land use index, the stronger the 

influence.  

Implication to Planning 

The methodology and the result of this research are meaningful for planning 

practice. They can be used in safety conscious planning, land use decisions, long range 

transportation plans, and, to proactively apply safety treatments in high risk block 

groups.  

First, this research provides an alternative perspective for planners to think about 

the influence of environment. Traditionally, planners have the idea that the influence of 

a land use types to crashes is either positive or negative. The result of this research 

indicate that the influence of a land use varies. The influence is different when it is 

combined with other different built environment variables, for different crash types, and 

in different times.  
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Second, this research provides a way to identify the communities that have 

relative high risk of transportation safety issues. Any community that satisfies the 

antecedents of the top rules for a crash type is a community in high risk of that crash 

type. The mapping of the matching block groups of high lift rules can help planners 

visualize the information in an easier way.  

Third, similar to the identification function, this research provides a method to 

evaluate a plan from the perspective of safety risk. If the condition of a community under 

the plan doesn’t satisfy the antecedents for the top rules in that area, the research 

suggests that most likely it will not have a big number of crashes, although the results 

cannot guarantee a complete lack of crashes or very few crashes.   

Fourth, mixed land use is not an ideal planning schema.  In recent years, 

planners have been advocating smart growth principles, promoting mixed land use 

development to battle urban sprawl problems and build better communities. According 

to American Planning Association (2012), “mixed-use developments include quality 

housing, varied by type and price, integrated with shopping, schools, community 

facilities, and jobs”. While the mixed land use make communities more livable, this 

research shows that the highly mixed land use could bring big number of total and PDO 

crash to a community, which may make the community unsafe. This calls for a balanced 

approach between livability and safety for the planners and policy makers.  

Last, since the research used Miami-Dade County in Florida as case study, the 

result could be directly used by planners, government officials and transportation 

engineers in Miami-Dade County. However, the spatio-temporal association rule data 
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mining framework to evaluate the influence of built environment on crashes and the 

tools used in this study could be applied to any place.  

Limitations and Future Research  

This research looked at a spatio-temporal data mining framework to analyze the 

influence of built environment on crashes. It developed a comprehensive analysis for all 

crash types and included crash occurrence time. The results contain extensive 

information and further work will be needed to dig deeper into some of the crash types 

to find more behind the results.  

The calculation of some of the D variables (density variables, bus stop number 

per square mile, intersection number per square mile, street length per square mile) is 

based on the block group area. This research used the area of block group. To make 

the calculation more accurate, the water land in a block group need to be excluded in 

future research.  

Moreover, due to the large number of columns of the data, a lot of computer 

memory was required to process mining of association rules. Therefore the support and 

confidence parameters for this research are set a little bit higher than the values used in 

other studies to run the mining algorithm. This could result in the loss of some rules.  

 The analysis of this research is based on the block group as the community level 

unit and the results are presented at the block group level. Since most of the crashes 

occurred at the intersections, it is meaningful to explore the influence of the built 

environment on intersection crashes. The analysis level could be a combination of 

community level combined with intersection zones.  

 Another direction to further expand this research is to develop a system of 

operational tools to evaluate the influence of built environment on crashes by using the 
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association rule data mining method. An integration of the tools developed for this 

research would make it complete.  
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APPENDIX A 
SPATIAL DISTANCE RELATIONSHIP CALCULATION AND TOPOLOGICAL 

RELATIONSHIP EXTRACTION SOURCE CODE SAMPLE 

 
 /** 
  * to get the topological relationship between two relevant features which 
  * intersect the target feature with unique ID 
  *  
  * @param targetFeatureName 
  * @param targetFeatureID 
  *            unique ID for target feature 
  * @param relativeFeatureOne 
  * @param relativeFeatureTwo 
  */ 
 private void topologicalBGExtraction(String targetFeatureName, 
   String targetFeatureID, String relativeFeatureOne, 
   String relativeFeatureTwo) { 
 
  try { 
    
   Statement smnt = conn.createStatement(); 
 
   // Create a temporary table 
   String temporaryTopoTableName = targetFeatureName + "_topo_" 
     + relativeFeatureOne + "_" + relativeFeatureTwo; 
   System.out 
     .println("Creating temporary table for the topolgocial relationship 
in the block group..."); 
 
   try { 
    String createstr = "create table " + "wdisj_"+temporaryTopoTableName 
      + "(BGID" + " varchar(50), topo_" + relativeFeatureOne 
      + "_" + relativeFeatureTwo + " varchar(20) )"; 
    smnt.execute(createstr); 
   } catch (SQLException vErro) { 
    String dropstr = "drop table " + "wdisj_"+temporaryTopoTableName; 
    String recreatestr = "create table " +"wdisj_"+ temporaryTopoTableName 
      + "(BGID" + " varchar(50), topo_" + relativeFeatureOne 
      + "_" + relativeFeatureTwo + " varchar(20) )"; 
    smnt.execute(dropstr); 
    smnt.execute(recreatestr); 
   } 
 
   String strbg = "Select " + targetFeatureID + " from " 
     + targetFeatureName; 
 
   ResultSet bgSet = smnt.executeQuery(strbg); 
   ArrayList<String> bglist = new ArrayList<String>(); 
 
   while (bgSet.next()) { 
 
    bglist.add(bgSet.getString(1)); 
 
   } 
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   for (int i = 0; i < bglist.size(); i++) { 
 
    // block group id 
    String strbgid = bglist.get(i); 
 
    // Get the SQL command 
         
    //consider the disjoint 
     String sAux = 
pu.getSql("insert_topology_type_bg_nocontain_yesdisjoint"); 
     
    
    sAux = chSqlMeta(sAux, "<TARGET_FEATURE_TEMP>", 
      "wdisj_"+temporaryTopoTableName); 
    sAux = chSqlMeta(sAux, "<RELATIVE_FEATURE_ONE>", 
      relativeFeatureOne); 
    sAux = chSqlMeta(sAux, "<RELATIVE_FEATURE_TWO>", 
      relativeFeatureTwo); 
 
    sAux = chSqlMeta(sAux, "<TARGET_FEATURE>", targetFeatureName); 
    sAux = chSqlMeta(sAux, "<TARGET_FEATURE_ID>", targetFeatureID); 
    sAux = chSqlMeta(sAux, "<TARGET_FEATURE_ID_VALUE>", strbgid); 
 
    smnt.execute(sAux); 
 
   } 
 
  } catch (SQLException e) { 
   // TODO Auto-generated catch block 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
  } 
 

 }
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APPENDIX B 
DISCRETIZATION AND ASSOCIATION RULE MINING SOURCE CODE SAMPLE 

#discritize the crash, d variables and spatial distance variables  
# ther result is a discrited result file for different crash types  
crashbediscretize<- function(timeperiod,target, crashdis, dvardis,disdis) { 
   
   
  bgresult <- NULL 
  address<-NULL 
  processaddress<-NULL 
  resultaddress<-NULL 
   
  #set the address for export result  
  address=paste(target, "crash", sep="_") 
  address=paste(address, crashdis, sep="_") 
  address=paste(address, dvardis, sep="_") 
  address=paste(address, disdis, sep="_")   
   
  if(timeperiod=="sp"){ 
    address=paste("sp", address, sep="_") 
     
  }else{ 
    address=paste(timeperiod, address, sep="_") 
    address=paste("ti", address, sep="_") 
  } 
   
   
  address=paste("D:\\Sync\\Dropbox\\Research\\Dissertation Research\\experiment\\result\\discretize\\rf_", 
address, sep="") 
  cat(address) 
  resultaddress=paste(address, "_result.txt", sep="") 
  processaddress= paste(address, "_process.txt", sep="") 
  sink(processaddress) 
  cat(processaddress) 
  cat("\n") 
  cat(resultaddress) 
  cat("\n") 
     
  if(timeperiod=="sp"){ 
    bgresult <- read.csv("D:\\Sync\\Dropbox\\Research\\Dissertation 
Research\\experiment\\result\\rf_bg_total_crash_wdisj.csv", header=TRUE) 
    cat(ncol(bgresult)) 
     
  }else{ 
    bgresult <- read.csv("D:\\Sync\\Dropbox\\Research\\Dissertation 
Research\\experiment\\result\\rf_ti_bg_all_1587_wdisj.csv", header=TRUE) 
    cat(ncol(bgresult)) 
  } 
   
  crashcolum<-"" 
  if(timeperiod=="sp"){ 
    crashcolum=paste(target,"crash_num",sep="_") 
    for( i in 1:ncol(bgresult)){ 
      if(crashcolum == colnames(bgresult)[i]){ 
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        bgresult <- bgresult[bgresult[,i]>0,]   
        bgresult <- bgresult[,c(1,i,8:58)] 
        break 
      } 
    } 
     
  }else{ 
    crashcolum=paste(timeperiod,target,sep="_") 
    crashcolum=paste(crashcolum,"crash_num",sep="_") 
     
    for( i in 1:ncol(bgresult)){ 
      if(crashcolum == colnames(bgresult)[i]){ 
        bgresult <- bgresult[bgresult[,i] >0,]   
        bgresult <- bgresult[,c(1,i,22:72)] 
        break 
      } 
    } 
     
  } 
     
  cat("total rows: ") 
  cat(nrow(bgresult)) 
  cat("\n") 
   
  tempresult<-NULL 
  tempresult<-as.matrix(as.factor(bgresult[,1])) 
  nclass <- 3 
   
  #discretize the crash number 
  cat("\n crash summary: \n") 
  cat("Min. 1st Qu.  Median    Mean 3rd Qu.    Max. \n") 
  cat(summary(bgresult[,2])) 
  cat('\n') 
   
  if(crashdis=="fixed"){ 
    q<-quantile(bgresult[,2], probs=c(0,0.25,0.75,1)) 
    tempresult<-cbind(tempresult,lapply(discretize(bgresult[,2], crashdis, categories=c(-
Inf,q[2]+0.01,q[3]+0.01,Inf), labels=c("small", "intermediate", "big")), as.character)) 
     
    cat('\ncol:') 
    cat (2) 
    cat(' ') 
    cat(colnames(bgresult)[2]) 
    cat('\n') 
    disis <-discretize(bgresult[,2], crashdis, categories=c(-Inf,q[2]+0.01,q[3]+0.01,Inf)) 
    cat(levels(disis)) 
    cat('\t') 
    cat('\n') 
    cat(table(disis)) 
    cat('\n') 
         
  }else{ 
     
    tempresult<-cbind(tempresult,lapply(discretize(bgresult[,2], crashdis, categories=nclass, 
labels=c("small", "intermediate", "big")), as.character)) 
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    cat('\n\ncol:') 
    cat (2) 
    cat(' ') 
    cat(colnames(bgresult)[2]) 
    cat('\n') 
    disis <-discretize(bgresult[,2], crashdis, categories=nclass) 
    cat(levels(disis)) 
    cat('\t') 
    cat('\n') 
    cat(table(disis)) 
    cat('\n') 
  } 
  
   
  #discretize the d variables 
  if(dvardis=="fixed"){ 
    pop<-c(-Inf,4836.01,12696.01,Inf) 
    housing<-c(-Inf,1738.01,5411.01,Inf) 
    job<-c(-Inf,250.31,1509.01,Inf) 
    mix<-c(-Inf,0.31171,0.66841,Inf) 
    strnum<-c(-Inf,34.01,93.01,Inf) 
    strlen<-c(-Inf,11996.01,32927.01,Inf) 
    inter<-c(-Inf,23.01,57.01,Inf) 
    busstop<-c(-Inf,2.01,7.01,Inf) 
    dvar<-data.frame(pop,housing,job,mix,strnum,strlen,inter,busstop) 
     
    for(i in 3:10){ 
       
      tempresult<-cbind(tempresult,lapply(discretize(bgresult[,i], dvardis, categories=dvar[,i-2], 
labels=c("small", "intermediate", "big")), as.character)) 
       
      cat('\ncol:') 
      cat (i) 
      cat(' ') 
      cat(colnames(bgresult)[i]) 
      cat('\n') 
      disis <- discretize(bgresult[,i], dvardis, categories=dvar[,i-2]) 
      cat(levels(disis)) 
      cat('\t') 
      cat('\n') 
      cat(table(disis)) 
       
      cat('\n') 
       
    }   
     
  }else { 
    for(i in 3:10){ 
      tempresult<-cbind(tempresult,lapply(discretize(bgresult[,i], dvardis, categories=nclass, 
labels=c("small", "intermediate", "big")), as.character)) 
       
      cat('\ncol:') 
      cat (i) 
      cat(' ') 
      cat(colnames(bgresult)[i]) 
      cat('\n') 
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      disis <- discretize(bgresult[,i], dvardis, categories=nclass) 
      cat(levels(disis)) 
      cat('\t') 
      cat('\n') 
      cat(table(disis)) 
      cat('\n') 
       
    }   
  } 
   
  #discretize the spatial distance variables 
  if(disdis=="fixed"){ 
     
    for(i in 11:32){ 
     tempresult<-cbind(tempresult,lapply(discretize(bgresult[,i], disdis, categories=c(-
Inf,648.21,1542.01,Inf), labels=c("close", "intermediate", "far")), as.character)) 
     cat('col:') 
     cat (i) 
     cat(' ') 
     cat(colnames(bgresult)[i]) 
     cat('\n') 
     disis <- discretize(bgresult[,i], disdis, categories=c(-Inf,648.21,1542.01,Inf),) 
     cat(levels(disis)) 
     cat('\t') 
     cat('\n') 
     cat(table(disis)) 
      cat('\n\n') 
      
    }  
     
  } else { 
     
    for(i in 11:32){ 
      tempresult<-cbind(tempresult,lapply(discretize(bgresult[,i], disdis, categories=nclass, labels=c("close", 
"intermediate", "far")), as.character)) 
            
      cat('col:') 
      cat (i) 
      cat(' ') 
      cat(colnames(bgresult)[i]) 
      cat('\n') 
      disis <- discretize(bgresult[,i], disdis, categories=nclass) 
      cat(levels(disis)) 
      cat('\t') 
      cat('\n') 
      cat(table(disis)) 
       
      cat('\n\n') 
       
    } 
  } 
     
  tempresult<-cbind(tempresult, bgresult[,33:53]) 
  tempresult<-as.matrix(tempresult) 
  cat("number of result column",ncol(tempresult))  
  cat("number of result row",nrow(tempresult)) 
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  colnames(tempresult) <- colnames(bgresult) 
     
  #export the discritization result  
  bgtotalcrash<-tempresult[, 1:53] 
  bgtotalcrash<-as.matrix(bgtotalcrash) 
   write.table(bgtotalcrash,file=resultaddress,  sep="\t", row.names=FALSE) 
  sink() 
  return(tempresult) 
      
} 

 
#rule mining 
rulemining <- function(timeperiod, target, crashdis, dvardis,disdis) { 
  basicaddress<-NULL 
  processaddress<-NULL 
  resultaddress<-NULL 
  crashplusbefull<-NULL 
  totalrules<- NULL 
   
  # 
  basicaddress<-getbasicaddress(timeperiod, target, crashdis, dvardis,disdis) 
  processaddress<-paste(basicaddress, "_mining_process.txt", sep="") 
  resultaddress<-paste(basicaddress, "_mining_result.csv", sep="") 
   
  #get the crash+be from the discretized data file 
  crashplusbefull<-getcrashplusbe(timeperiod, target, crashdis, dvardis,disdis) 
   
  crashplusbe<-NULL 
  crashplusbe<-deletefields(crashplusbefull) 
  sink(processaddress) 
   
  ##get the crash number column 
  crashcolumn<-colnames(crashplusbe)[1] 
  crashcolumn<-paste(crashcolumn,"big",sep="=") 
   
   
  crashplusbetran=as(crashplusbe, "transactions") 
  totalrules<- NULL  
  totalrules<- apriori(crashplusbetran, parameter = list(support = 0.05 , confidence = 0.5, minlen = 2, 
maxlen=5), appearance = list(rhs = c(crashcolumn), default="lhs")) 
   
  # remove redundant rules if the lenght of the rules is bigger than 0 
  if(!is.null(totalrules) && length(totalrules) >0 ){ 
    totalrules.sorted <- sort(totalrules, by="support") 
    subset.matrix <- is.subset(totalrules.sorted, totalrules.sorted) 
    subset.matrix[lower.tri(subset.matrix, diag=T)] <- NA 
    redundant <- colSums(subset.matrix, na.rm=T) >= 1 
    which(redundant) 
     
    # remove redundant rules 
    rules.pruned <- totalrules.sorted[!redundant] 

cat("\n the total rules after the remove of redundant rules is: ") 
 cat(length(rules.pruned)) 
 cat(summary(rules.pruned)) 
    cat("top 10 rules with highest lift value\n") 
    inspect(head(SORT(rules.pruned, by = "lift"), n = 10)) 
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 #write all rules  
 inspect(rules.pruned) 
  
    #write the top20 to a CSV file  
    totalrules.top20<-head(SORT(rules.pruned, by = "lift"), n = 20) 
    write(totalrules.top20, file=resultaddress, quote=TRUE, sep=",", col.names=TRUE) 
     
     
  } 
      
  sink() 
   
  return(totalrules)  
   
} 
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